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I. General
A. Introduction:
EVer since Marine Ecology began to take its place
as a section of Biological Research, divergent views have
been held as to the limits of marine and supra-marine regions;
partioularly is this so with regard to the fmxation of the
boundary between littoral and sub-littoral regioQs. Thus
Murray(1898) defines littoral as down to 20 fathoms, while
Flattely and Walton(1922J in their devision of plant zones,
consider this lower boundary to be at low-water mark.
Sernander(1927) applies the degree and nature of exposure as
a prinoiple of division.
littoral and

On his principle the boundary between

sub-littoral~would

coincide with the lower limit

of intermittent exposure.
As the up pe r 1imi t he had take n the mo rmal hi gh
water line, but this plan had been modified by Kylin(1918)
who took, as his upper limit for the littoral zone, his
"Physio logioal Hi gh-water Line ".This line, determined by three
factors, normal high water level, wave motion and solar
illumination, constitutes the upper limit of algal growth.
Sjostedt( 1928) objects to the term IIPhysiological High-water'Y'
Line" , and substitutes his term "Lotus-line ll , with exactly the
same meaning. In his case it was equivalent to the lower
limit of tho Verrucaria-maura Association.

a~re

the same

author discusses the matter of division and proposes a system
of division of the ooastal region which would appear to be
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quite satisfactory from a botanical point of view.
In this work it will be noticed that

r

have not

classed the smaller groups under ecological terms. This is
because I have been un2ble to reconcile my own conceptions of
the st2nding of the various groups, with those set out in the
various text books. Thus Pearse ( 1927a)

di vi des association on

Piles. Yfuarves and Ships into:
Stratum 1. SUrface Animals.
stratum 2. Boring Animals.
while in the Association of Mud Beaches, he groups them as.
stratum 1. Animals of Drift Line.
Stratum 2. Animals of Intertidal zone .. ft,.~~ 'l~(;...:t;;?}_
Stratum 3. Animals e4- Cv--~
~Jf-

~.roLO-rf~.

stratum$.Animals of

Oy'.

~ p~t;

re-water ..

It seems to me that he has confused two methods of classification.
In the one case we have surface as distinct from sub- surface.
In the other case tide level is the criterion. It seams to me
that tide level is just as important on piles

Qs~on

muddy or

'1

rocky beaches, while the distinction between surface and subsurface forms is quite as definite on muddy beaches as on
piles.
As

1

have found similar difficulties with other

classifications, and not wishing to obscure facts by a nomenclaturE
which seems to mean

something different to each writer,

I have endeavoured to confine myself to such ecological
terms as seem to have a
me2ning.

fairly well established and constant

3.

In New Zealand, Littoral Eoology is practically

untouched.

A paper by Oliver( 1923) on TIThe Marine Littoral Plant and
Animal Communities in New Zealand". while a very interesting g
general survey,

bears the stamp of an attempt to cover

several thousand miles of coast line in a few months work.
~he

"History of thel?ortobello Marine

Fish-Hatchery smd

Bio 10 gical Station" by Thomson( 1921) is chiefly an account of
attempts to introduce

various marine food animals into our

waters; and these sccoun'ts,
lack of knowledge of our

not from want of cars but from

coastal conditions, and the natural

difficulties involved in such a change, read like an obituary
co lumn. The aocount' also contains a few notes on the fauna.
and a list of some species found. Last year work was commenced
on a biological survey of the Auckland Harbour, but nothing
has as yet been published, though I hope it will

~asult

in some

useful information , especially with regard to the breeding
habits of littoral mollusca.
Aside from the work mentionea, there are a few scattered,
incomplete and often inaccurate notes on the habits of some
marine forms; but as a general rule,

the approximate locality

in which a species occurs is the only ecological

fact known

about it.
Animal Ecology in this countrY;rJmust be difficult till
more specialists in particular lines have
an ecologist must do the majority

arisen. At present

of the identification

himself. and this is made more difficult in that
necessary literature is

much of the

unobtainable, while very few groups
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have been revised within the last 30 years..

In every class

of invertegrates there are probably many new speoies, while
lIlumping"

has bean over oommon in the past •

. In this paper a definite attempt has bean made to
outline

the chief ecological charaoters of two

typioal types

of New Zealand beach. Work was ooncentrated on the shifting
or

microlithic beaches, and the stable or maorolithio beaches

are hera but summarised in so far as essential to the uni ty .
of the area. It was not expeoted, oons:.IJdering the mQgnitude of
the task, the time at my disposal, the distanoe from the
laboratory and the almost entire lack of

apparatus. such as

boat , nets, and much chemical gear, that the more intimate
details of the region

w~uld

be determined.

as to the quantities of phosphates •

The laok of data

n~tratest

sulphides,

carbon dioxide and the hydrogen iCHli'fCOncentration,
the neoessary

~ar

due to

being unobtainable, I regard as one of the

most serious defeots of this work; but it 1s hoped that the re
-suIts here recorded will be of servise
particular lines of study in this area.

in opening up the

Be Methods of Work

I.Determination of Physioal and Chemioal
Environmental Factors.
As much data as time and the condi tiona of work

would allow was

oolleoted on this side of the question.As the

nature of a given looality is a function of its past, a brief
geologioal sketch of the origin of each locality has been collected
The water was axaminod for ohlorine by tho usual volumetrio
method,

using silver nmtrate with potassium chromate as

indioator. In test experiments an aocuracy of .01 grams of
ohlorine per litre was obtained. and
throughout

I

consider tho results

as correct to at least .02 grams of ohlorine

per Ii tree
Densities were determined by tha density bottle method,
the usual preoautions being taken ..
Oxygen content was determined by an adaption of Dr.
Thresh 1 s method.It depends on the liberation of iodine from
potassium iodide and sodium nitrite by sulphurio acid in
presence of dissolved oxygen,

in an atmosphere of coal gas.

From my experiments I do not oonsider this method as
accurate as that

depending on the oxidation .. of ferrous iron;

but it is quicker and sufficiently accurate for the purpose ..
2. Organic Environment;
To familiarise myself with tho animals of the
locality. some months were spent in collecting from the surfaoe
• under stones, and sieving mud. The material was taken back
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to the laboratory for identification. Practioally all the iden
-tifioation I did myself, but 4 worms(one a new species)
were determinea for me by Dr. Benham(Dunedin)

t

while

an amphipod was refered to the family Phoxocephalidae for
me by Dr. Ilhilton(Christohurch);<:As I considered that for the
work to be ot any value

the identifioation must be accurate,

t

I have had my identifioations of worms and crustacea checked
by the

abov9 two workers.The mollusca we.re compared by me with

specimens in the Canterbury Museum ,identified by Suter. In
the faunistic lists I have

9ndeavoured to use the most

correct names, except in the case of the mollusoa. Here I
considered it better to retain Suter's nomenclature as it is best
known and established. I am quite satisfied that in many cases
Suter1s nomenclature is faulty.
consider this question should
New

!ealand

but any person wishing to
consult the papers in the

Institute Transactions by Iredale and Finlay_

An attempt has been made to reduce distribution in 'tide
level to a numerical form, not because it was consideredthlitt
the problem was solved by so dOing, but that it was tound to
be by far the simplest and most precise method

of demonstrating

the actual state of affairs. Throughout, the graphic method
has been used as mUch as possible

t

because it was felt that h

hundreds of figures would be of little interest to anyone except
the worker, whereas when graphed the results of months of work
can be taken in at a glance.

'* ~a4(~;) k~ ~
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O. Oonditions affecting New Zealand generally;
I.Posi tion:
New Zealand, extending for nearly a thousand
miles south of latitude 34 South. offers a variety of oonditions
from almost tropioal in the far north to sUb-antarctic in the
extreme south. The islands are of various origins and. being
1100 miles from the nearest

large body of land. have a

typical insular or oceanio olimate.
2. Ocean Currents;
The 'generally aooepted views (Oli.ver 1923)
are as l follows;
The ooasts are washed by two main ocean currents.
The Antarotic Drift Current is confined to the
south end

of the Island, reaohing up as far north as Jaokson's

Bay on the west and Banks Peninsula on the

~ast.

From Jaokson's

Bay the ourrent flows southward, through Foveaux Strait, and
up the east coast as far as Banks Peninsula where it is defleoted
eastward to the Ohatham Islands. To this deflection is perhaps
due the identioal element in the Ohatham Island and Banks
Peninsula fauna. especialLy noticeable in the mollusoa.
The other ourrent is a branch of the Notonectic
Ourrent~Hedley

1915) which after following down the east

ooast of Australia. is defleoted eastward on ooming into oontaot
with the Antarctio Drift Current. about the latitude of
Tasmania. After orossing the Tasman Sea
ooast of New Zealand.

t

it impinges on the west

and is again defleoted , now northwards,
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and passes round the northern part of New Zealand, continuing
in an easterly and south easterly direction. Winds no doubt
oause diversion in the surface water, and to this may be
attributed the presence of logs from New Zealand rivers

~t

the Kermadec Islands. A part of the eastward ooast ourrent

t

after passing through aook Strait, continues in a southerly direction

to about the latitude of Banks Peninsula. where it

is again deflected , now in a south easterly direction.
From information racei ved from Captain Bullons,Professor
Speight, and my own observations

t

r believe the ourrent system to

be far more oomplicated. In Figure 1. 1 havo shown the
ourrent system recognised by Marshall.
3. Tides:

Though the climatio conditions of these
islands are largely determined

by such large currents ,

·lOOBl surface ourrentsare more or Isss dependent on tides.
Owing to the absence of any large land masses in the South
Pacifio, the tidal wave has a comparatively free oourse. It
appears to strike New Zealand from the south west, and from
there works up both ooasts of the North Bnd South Islands.
At full and change of the moon , the tidQl wave reachos the
south west extremity of

the South Island at about 12 a.m ••

Two hours sees it through Foveaux Strait, and in another

oou~le

of hours it has reached Lytte 1ton and even We llington. Here
it splits, one branch going up the east ooast, towards Napier,
whi Ie the other one passes through Cook Strait. i.rhe northerly
branch passes up

on round the East Caps, to the North Cape,

£lnd then dace nds alomg the west ooast. At Capel Egmont it meets

the Cook Strait branch about ten hours after its first incidence
on our ooasts. (see ],'igure 1.).
The amplitude of the tide varies greatly from plaoe to
plaoe aooorping to the configuration of the land. Where there
is an open ooast with no disturbing faotors, the spring tide
rise is about 4 feet; while at Auckland and Nelson. situated
at the apex of a funnel-shaped bay, the water banks up to
12 feet or more ..

The highest spring tides sometimes follow the full moon
and sometimes the new moonCOliver 1923} ; but the periodic
differenoe between the height of night and day tides, recorded
by Hedley(l91b) in Australia Seems never to have been noticed
here ..
4. Climate:
The range of length of day for Auckland and
Dunedin is:-

I

Auoklaod.
40 minutes.
Shortestda:.vl 9 hours 38 minutes

~o nge st~day~_

.

.

I ..~~ h~Ul'S

Dunedin •
15 hours 46 minutes
--8 hours 39 mimites
--.--

MOst other parts of New Zealand come in between these extremes
It' will be seen that the differenoe betWeen daylight and dark
for any particular season is not very great.
New Zealand is very favourably situated for sunshine and
the average daily period of bright

suo for the whole year

is about 6 hours.
The series of water and air temperatures for Auckland
and Dunedin. reoorded beY Oliver( 1923 p. 50 0 -50l}
fair idea of the ooastal

ran~

t

gives a

in temperature for the country.

It is true that oertain shallow waters vary muoh more than
these limits, but for the average set of ooastal conditions they
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suffioiently aocurate. These result

show a fair relation

between air and sea temperatures. though it will be notioed.
espeoially from the graph:a. That air ohanges precede sea ohangos.
b. That the amplitude of air changes is greater
than the amplitude of the oorresponding sea changes.

D. Conditions affecting Canterbury.
As the areas oonsidered here are on the outskirts
of theCanterbury Plains. an idea of the nature and origin of
them seems neoessary for the full understanding of these
areas. These plains extend for about 110 miles along the
east ooast of the South Island.

They owe their origin to the

great deposits of gravel poured out of the mountain area
during the advanoe, maximum Bnd deoline • of the glaciation
during the Eliooen. Period and later. At that time the aotion
of erosiVe agents
shed

was more intense. and the quantity of material

from the mountain area correspondingly greater than that

carri ad now ..
Von Haast(

1879)

states:

If

Since my report on the

Canterbury Plains, published in 1864, all the levels, surveys,
and engineering works,

together with well siokings, have

amply oonfirmed my views that the Canterbury
fluviatile origin;

Pl~.ins

are of

that with the exception of some moranic

aocumulations io the upper
around Banks Peninsula,

parts,

and the drift sands

and tho partial lacustrine deposits

filling the former extension of Lake Ellesmere, the whole at
the plains ware formed

by the deposits of large rivers issuing

11.

from the front end of large glaciers."
A

rou&~

geological sketch of the area • largely after

Haast, is gi'Ven in Figure 2.
The greatest width is 40 miles and there is a steady
.rise from the sea to the Southern Alps. It is due to this range
that the North West Wind, which sweeps across the Tasman Sea
and strikes theW.at Coaat as a wet wind, passes over the CanterburJ
Plains as a hot dry one. This wind is rather notorious on the
plains for its suffocating heat and parching effect, and
undoubtedly helpes to sharacterise the flora of the plains.
It certainly decreases the rain fall • Christchurch showing but
25.3 inches annually.The climate of Canterbury is almost
continental; but as the sea is approached ,adistinctly milder
set of conditions is met with.
The areas considered here are the Heathcote Estuary and
the Brighton Beach, both situated immediately to the north of
Banks Peninsula.
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II.

~he

Shore Line Formation.

Lla. Miorolithio Substratum or Shifting Beaoh Sub-formation.

A. Type of Sandy Beach --Brighton Beaoh.
a. Locality:
The Brighton Beach stretohes for about 8miles
immediately north of Banks Peninsula. It starts in a sand spit
immediately north

of the mouth of the Heathcote Estuary.

and is practically uniform to

t~e

mouth of the Waimakariri Rivar.

The line of the beach is not much west of north.ruost of the
observations were made on the

3i

miles from the Brighton Pier

to tho mouth of the Heathcote Estuary. The position is
indicated in Figure 2.
b. Oonditions Offshore:
The Admiralty chart of these waters, based on
Captain Stapes survey of 1850, shows that the sea bottom off the
ooast has a very gradual slo pe.

'l1hus off the Waimakariri the

5 fathom line is one mile out, while the 8 fathom line is two
miles o£fshore, the 10 fathom line 4 miles , the 12 fathom
line 6 miles. The slope off New Brighton proper is slightly
steeper, the 9 fathom line coming much closer inshore
towards the south.
Sand is recorded

at a distance of 2 miles out from the

Waimakariri in a depth of 8 fathoms, while mud and fine shell
material appear to be widely distributed further out. There
are few records off New Brighton , but these seem to point to
similar conditions there.
The depening offshore is so gradual that material );brought
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down by the currents ,from the Waimakariri will appreciably
advance the shore lino, and will alter the grade of the rivers
upstream to a slight extent. There is ample evidence that
such an effect has

taken place.

c. Currs nts:
The general ourrents affeoting New Zealand were mentioned
in an earlier section.lt was there pointed out that the Banks
Peninsula is regarded as the meeting ground of two main currents.
the Noton.ctio and the Antarctic. The Notonectic is a warm
current when it strikes the west coast of the South Island,
and to this faot may be attributed the presenoe of Snapper
(Pagrosomus auratus) in higher latitudes on the west than on
the east ooast. The same factor may explain the larger size
of the whitabait( young of Galaxias attenuatusJ from the former
locality.
9

In all probability the west ooast water temperature

from Jaokson's Bay north, is warmer than oorresponding

posi tions on 'the east coast.

But the current system off the

Brighton Beach is by no means simple and is largely affected
by the tides. The availabl~ information is extraordinarily
scanty.
Neither the Marine Department nor the

Lytt~lton

Harbour

Board were able to give me any information; and their chief
authority seemed to be a 60 year old chart which is anything
but comp lete.

.

Dr,Dendy was of the opinion that there were two main
currents off the coast. He statas( 1897):- rTlvlr • R. M. Lang
informes me , and what he says harmonises we 11 with my own

observations, that there are two well marked currents off
the ooast at New Brighton.The one is more inland , coming
from the mouth of the Waimakariri River,tending south along
the shore , and bringing with it enormous qus.ntit1es of
drift wood

when the river is in flood; the other,

important current, tending northwards for a

l~ng

the coast. It is probably this latter which, in
t

lilt

more

distance up
heavy weather

brings to tho beach from the rocky coast of Banks Peninsula,

and the mouth of the Lyttelton Harbour, the vast quantities
of giant seaweeds, J.\Ilacrocystis and D1Urvillea. II
In an engineering report on the Waimakariri , Sir A. Gibbs
(1928) states:- " In the case of the Waimakariri, however,

the discharge is into Pegasus Bay,

it

backwater, as it were,

of the Pacific Ocean, which is formed by the projection of
Banks Peninsula. This bay has a shallow depth for a long way
out from the shore, and the main ocean currents, travelling
northwards, are deflected past it, and only an eddy of the
main current, having a southward tendency,

acts at the mouth

of the river. The result is that the sand and other fine
material, brought down by the river, is not swept away, and
removed,

but 1s deposited in the river bar and along the shore

• thus building out the shore line and flattening the gradient
of the river near its mouth,,"
It will be seen that this may be but an extension of the
suggestion put forward by Dendy and Lang. in support of this
eddy theory it may be. mentioned that the Brighton Beach has
certainly grown out considerably within thi last 40years,
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though this may • of cours • be

attributed to the tide set.

Code and Mathews(1911) in another engineering report
on the Heathoote Estuary Canal Scheme, state:-" It is however
apparent that the mouth of the River'Avan',has, in the oourse
of time, been pushed to the southward. until the rooky
ground prevented any further movement in that direction.
This is evident from the sand spit extending southwards from
New Brighton to the river mouth. Further northwards , noar Kaiapoi
a similar spit extends southwards of the
evidenoe of the same

action~

Waimakariri, giving

(i.e. the la-ction of an inshore

current)
Of the drift bottles liberated at Dunedin, practically all
those recovered were from localities considerably to the north
of the point; of liberation. Those found furthest from"home"
were recovered at Rangitata River( about 100 miles south
of

~anks

PeninsulaJ, Kaiapoi Heach(near the mouth of the

Waimakariri) ,Sumner, Lyall Bay(Wellington) and one from
Maunganui (Chatham I sds. ) ..
Examination oitha beaches north of Brighton leads to the c
oonclusion that the current which sweeps past Banks Peninsula
strikes the coast again at about

3 mi 1 es south of the Wai para.

It will be seen that these observations do not agree
satisfactoraly with the
ourrents of New

~ealand.

generally accepted

alto~ther

course of -the mail:l

Further observation is I:leoessary

before even the most general scheme

of ourrents can be

satisfaotoraly drawn up; But from the data here summarised
, and from my own observations on drift material, and the actual
movement of wliLter. I am of opinion that:-
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1.There are two main currents off the Brighton

Beach.

a. One inshore moving down past Sumner from

about

three miles s1uth of the mouth of the daipara River.
,b. One further offshore, moving up from Banks Peninsula
and further south, perhaps a branch of the Antarctic cUI'rent.
Which travels in a northerly direction till it strik.es the
ooast ,south of the Wai para , where it di vi des, giving off

iii.

northerly branch whioh continues up the coast as far as Cook
Strait,

and a southerly branch which ultimately gives rise

to branch a. above.
It is possible that

iii.

third branch to the Chatham

Islands may arise from the same point.
2.The ultimate result is a backwli!.ter in Pegasus Bay,
with a gently sloping bed of fine deposit.
3.The cours. of the currents at any particular time
are largely effected by the tidal currents.
d. Tides:
The tidal Wave reaches the Brighton coast at about
i

the same time as at Lyt tel ton .. The spring tide rang/iS norma.lly
about 6 feet, and washes a width of about 95yards. This width
may , however be greatly varied by winds as a north easterly
wind will raise it another foot, while a similar wind from the
south will lower it about the same amount.
Captain Featherstone, for many years Harbour Master at
Kaia-poi stli!.tes( privli!.te oommunication) that the flood tide off
the mouth of the Waimakariri.sets northward at about 2 miles per
hour. and the ebb tide to the south at

2i

miles per hour.

There is thus a balance in favour of the drift to the south;
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and this is more important in that floods in the river

are

usually accompanied by northerly winds which cause an increased
set to the south. It is to this balance in favour of the southern
set that that Professor Speight attributes the rapid advance
of the .sri ghton foreshore ..
It would seem that at .New Brighton at least, the flood tide
does not affect the shore current greatly., but the constant
balance in favour of the southern movement, is in support
of the theory of the existance of a southern, inshore current
off the Brighton Beach.
If this area of· ocean is to be regarded as a backwater.
it will obviously have an important bearing on the kind
and quantity of plankton brought to the beach.

e. Prevailing Winds at New Brighton:
i.

~ast

from the sea-- Moist and has a modifying

effect on the temperature.
ii. North West from over the Plains-- Hot and Dry
iii. South West --- Cold often with rain.It is the
usual cause of storms on this piece of coast.
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f. SubstrQtum:

The beach oonsists of fine quartz sand. At low
water the slope is about one degree, but it gradually inoreases
to three at 8 hours exposure,

seven at high water mark,
,

and continues to inorease as it rises into the dunes.
The size of particles, is, on the average, at low water
level .35 to.40 mm. diameter bu·t varies considerably. The
particles are all rather rugged and angular in appearence,
and their clear colour seems to point to very little impurity
in the silica.
At high water mark the partioles show greater variation in
size and shape, varying from .5 to .15 mm.in the same sample.
Contrary to wha

might be expected,

they are even more angular

than those at low water. A general view of the beach is given
in 'plate 1.
g. Temperature:
Under the conditions under which ths work was
done, it was impossible to obtain continuous readings of temperaturf
• The following readings must, tberefore,be r9garded as only
approximately oorrect.
Airtrampsrature:
Melii,n
Maximum
Minimum

Soring
10,--6
13.9
9.5

(all temperatures are in degrees 0.)

Summer
14.5
20.0
11.1

Autumn

Winter

11.1

7.8

15.0

!.b.O
5.5

6.6

Annual
11.1

These represent day temperatures only. I have

Iii,

few reQdings

for night temperatures, the lowest being -3 degrees O.
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Water Temperature:
Summer

Autumn
8.0

Sand Temperature:
The sand temperaturs is a funotion Of its position in
the tidal belt. the
of the water and air

~~ate

of the tide, and the temperature
The temperature falls as

resp6oti~ely.

one dsoends below the surfaoe as is shown in the following
tables.
Summer
Air Temperature 19.7Water Temperature
Tide full out.
Hours exposure per Surface
complete Tide·
Low Water.
11.4

2t'
5

7-t
9

10 oms. 20 oms. 30 cms.
down.
down.
down

--

lL 1

11.6

14,4

11 {}
11 1
llH1O;O

-9

q

A ."

13 3

9.9

8 .. 4

It:..

q

23 .. 2
Winter
Air Temperature 16.2

11

. q

40oms.
dowtl~_

--

-

13.1
1'1.7

12*

11.2

-

{}

8 4

Water Temperature 11 .. 1

Ti de full out.

•

Hours exposure perl Surtace
oomoillte tide.
LQW Water •..
11 .. 3
12.4
2~
13.3
5
7::j"
13.5
15.3
9
12:;,
16 .. 3

20 oms. 30 cms. 40oms.
10 cms.
down.
down.
down.
down.
11.0
11.3
11.2
10.2
10.0
9.2
9.0
8.7
8.6
10.1
8.6
9.7
8.7

The eftect of the sea in

-

-

-

=t

Fs:i
I

reduoingthe temperature

gradient with depth is very notioeable in the lower levels.
& ~ 1 i:Lu- ~v; M ~tV~ /to -t.e -0V~~~dA. {)-vv fo
~~ ~;rA~~. ~ ~ ~;tk "-~R"~ ~ ~ ~ ..vt ~ ~ . cliL VnVw/~..cr
~e-~ ~

~ ~

'/5'q

O

c.

J~ t2-/~

.

#

ifziv~'
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h. 'Ivater content of the sand.
The following table gives the minimum water
Qontent of the sand for the first four inches

fo~

various

tide levels:
Air Temperature. 17.1.Hot SUn. Time 12 a.m.
Hours Exposure per Complete Tide
Completely Exposed.

4.5'76?0

9

Low

Percentage of water to dry sand

5.646%

'7

15.2

efl

5

25.02

%

3

27.9

70

v'iiJ:t ar

30.1

o
%

/()

0/

t·

The graph. Figure 3. wa.s made from t,hese resul ts.

35

Zone /I

rfL/&~~~-U/iVW~7~
wt~/~~

.

.. ~

15

r

1
I

5

o

10

Hours Exposure.

//

I;;..
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i. Chemical Characters of the ~ater.

Suspended Matter.
Normally the water is exceedingly clear and.
except for a few sand partioles raised by the surf. contains
no solids in suspension. At times of storm large objects are
present, such as seaweed. but little if any mud.
Smell :
Aside from the so oalled sea smell the water is
odourless.--- a good sign of freshness and purity. Tests for
sulphur

oompounds and nitrogenous impurities yielded only

negative results.
Aeration:
A sample of water taken from the surf was full
of bubbles of gas.

Even when the bubbles were allowed to esoape

an analysis gave the oxygen oontent as:
litre

at 13.5 degrees C.

10.2 milligrams per

It follows that the water is

ordinarily over saturated with air and particularly oxygen.
This is. of course, to be attributed to the efficient stirring
action of the waves.
Chlorina

cont~nt:

The chloride , when estimated as grams of
chlorine per litre of solution, gave the following figures.
Low VI/ater

18 .. 67 grams.

High Water

Density:
Low Uater

1.244 ( 15.5/4)

j. l:'rotection:

The beach is practically without protection from
the sea.Certaimly the Banks Peninsula helps to deflect currents
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and some wind,
violence of the

but this effect is not sufficient to temper the
surf to any extent. At the back the beach rises

up to low sand dunes, built by the action of the north east wind,
These may shield the beaoh from the north west wind , but only
to a limited extent.

2. Floristic Oomposition;
There is practically no true flora in this area.
Between tides there is no visible plant life , except a huge
pile of drift seaweeds and kelp, whioh apparently come from
Banks

niosula .In this pile a large number of species of

Algae are represented.l.rhe most common genera met wi th are:
Hormosira, Oarpophyllum, Marginaria, Oystophora.
Macrocystis, Ulva, Porphyra, Cladhymenica, Nelophallum,
Sarco di., Gigantina, Pachymena, Pti 10 ta, and D'Urvi 11 ea.
N~

knowledge of botany is too elementary to determine the

yariuus speoies in this group.
Above the belt of drift Kelp there is a vacant spaoe of
sand, riSing up to low sand hills supporting a growth Soirpus
frondosus, and the introduced grass

t

Ammqphila aranaril;il..

No doubt the absence of flora can be attributed to the
laok of stable substratum, organic material. and nutrative salts
io the sand. The Plant Ecology of these dunes is discussed by
Peg( 1913) 10
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3. Faunistic Oomposition:

a. Oatalogue of Species.
Annelida Polychaeta.
Family Nephthydidae.
Nephthys maorura 8chmarda.

------

Hutton 1879

Quite common burrowing in the sand up to4 hours exposure.
In my colleotions fron New Brighton. I have a fragment of
another polychaete, but it must be rather unoommon.

Molluso ..
Pelecypoda.
Family Mesodesmatidae.
MQsodesma 8ubtriangulatum Gray.

-----

Suter 1913 p.957.

Oommon in sand from about 7 to. 2 hours exposure. Popularly
known as the "Bri ghton l:li 9i 11.
Family Maotridae.
Maotra discors Gray.

Suter 1913 p.964.

Apparently quite common below low water.
Spisula aeqilateralis Deshayes. ----

Su"ter 1913 p.969.

Apparently quite oommon below low water mark.
Zenatia aoinaoes Quoy and Gaimard.---

Suter 1913 p.97l.

Occurs from low water to about 2U fathoms.
Resania lanoeolata Gray.
Occurs in about 5 fathoms.
Family Venoridae.

Suter 1913 p.973.

24.
F~mily

Veneridae.

Dosinia anus Philippi. -----

Suter 1913 p.978.

Common below low tide.
Family Psammobiidae
Soletellina nitida

GrBY~

Suter 1913 p.l005.

From well below low water to about 5 fathoms. apparently
quite plentiful.
Family Saxicaridao.
Panopea zelandioa

Quay and Gaimard.

Suter 1913 p.1013.

Jj'rom low water mark to about 5 fathoms. Vory"deep in the sand.

Eohinodermata
.l:!1ohinoidea
Family

Sout~llidae.

Araohnoides zelandiae. Gray. ----- Farquar 1898 p. 321.
Below low water mark.
Holothurioidea
Family Deodroohirotae
Cuoumaria ocnoides. Dendy.

Dendy 1898&. p.36.

Below low water • Fairly oommon.
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Uruata-cea
Amphipoda.
Family Orchestidae
Talorchl9stia quoyana

(Mi lne-Ndwards)

Ohi 1ton 1916 p. 294.

Oommon all along the Brighton Beach at and above the kelp line
--- fram

7-~

hours eXr;lO sure to hi gh water spring ti de.

Talorchestia telluris (Bate)

Ohilton

1~16

p.299.

A few specimens from sheltered places near the mouth of
the Waimakariri.

Does not seem to frequent the pure ocean

beach.
Family Phoxocephalidae.
Specimens rofared to this family by Dr. Ohilton, from 4 hours
exposure down to low water.
Isopoda.
Family Cymothoidae.
Pseudaega punctata. Thomson.

Thomson 1884 p.234.

In sand from four hours exposure down to low water.
Family Phaeromidao.
Soutuloidaa maculata. Ohilton.

Ohilton 1883

p.70~.

Reported from Brighton Beaoh by Bennatt but not found
by me.

Family Scyphacidao
Actaecia euchroa Dana.

Chilton 1901 p.130.

Plentiful in and on sand at bottom and just below the
dlrift kelp line.

'-'u.

Macrura.
Family Callianassidae.
Call ianassa fi lho 1i A• .lliii 1ne- J:I}dw<il.rds.

Filhol 1874 p. 429.

Occasionally burrowing in the sand at low water.

Myriapoda.
Order Chilopoda.
An unidentified member of this group is quite oommon on dead
bird~

etc. in the dr1ft kelp lioe.
Araohnida.
Araneida
Family l.J:heridiidae.

Latrodeotus hasselti Thorell.

Cambridge 1902 p.2bb!

The Katipo spider. Oooasionally found in drift kelp. but
usually above the

drift line.

Inseota.
Diptara.
Family Phyoodromyiidae.
Coelopa littoralis Hutton

Hutton 190u p.80.

Common on kelp all through the summer months.
Family Milichidae.
(Agromyza) fulvifrons Hutton.

Hutton 1900 p.93.

(Mr. Tonnoir informs me that it does not really belong
to this genus-- his revision of the group is in course of
publication in the Records of thll' Canterbury Museum.)
Oommon in kelp all through the summer.

27.
Coleoptera.
Brachelytra.
Staphylinus occulatus Fabricius.

Broun l893p.l07
No. 119 ..
Occurs in the driit line in the summer among decA'lying

matter.

Family Spheniscidae
Eudyptu1a minor minor (Forster) Mathews and Iredale 1913 p.222.
.
(Blue Penguin)
Occasionally cast up. as drift.
Family Diomedeidae.
Diomede. epomorphora epomorphora
Lesson
Mathaws and Iredale 1913 p.239.
(Royal Albatross)
Occasionally driven onto the beach.
Family Laridae.
Sterna striata striata Gmelin Mathews and Iredale 1913 p.244.
(New Zealand Whlte-;fronted Tern.)
Common flying over the beach.
Brachigavia melanorhyncha 'Buller. McLthews Dnd Iredale. 1913 p.247.
(Black-billed Gull)
.
With the next species, the

c~mmonest

bird on the beach.

Larus domir::licanus antipodus(Bruch). Mathews and 11'64111.16 1913 p.248
(New Zealand Black-backed Gull)
With the previous species the oommonest bird on the beaoh.
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b. Communities.of the

Be~ch.

As might be expected from the arduous nature of the
environment, and the absence of an established flora,

the

beach is poor both in species and in individuals. Of the five
zones into which I have

div~dea

the beach, only three are at

all!thickly populated. iha zoning is very sharp and claar
cut(see summary graph--Figure 6), with three quite definite vacant
spaces. In this locality, division by hours of exposure,
I

~ight

above low water, or minimum moisture content of the

I

!

~andtleads

to practically the same resulti

and in this

comparatively simple environment. each of these methods of
di vi sion is fairly satisfactory.

The characters of the

fiVG zones may be set out as follows:(Numbers in square brackets indicate average density of population per square metre, at position of optimum for the species).

-----
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Zone I.
Low water down to about 5 fathoms.
Just at and below low water

t

moving about partly

under the sand, is the cake urchin Aracnoides zelandiae. while
the scaly pink holothurian, Cucumaria ocnoides lies burried
about here ana lower down. To this region too, mliP,y be refer:ted
Mactra discors, Spisula aequilateralis. ana Dosainia anus.
Still further out to aea , and probably at a depth of saveral
fathoms, there must be a great sund bank inhabited by a very
rich population, but owing to the fact that it is rarely stirred
by the tides and currents. and that its inhabitants are buried
10 to 12 inches deep, they are rarely seen

I

cast~

up on the shore.

Occasionally dead valves of the members of this association,Panopea
zelandica,and Resania lanceolata. are met with among the drift
rubbish. At very rare occasions, however, this bank is disturbed,
and then huge piles of relatively rare molluscs are .cast

up on

the shore. An example of such a case was recorded by Dr. Dendy
(1897) .He attributes the routing out of these firmly anchored
denizens of the deep,

to a mixing of the two currents, thus

causing a vortex which would stir: up the sand and perhaps
unearth the organisms concerned.Perhaps heavy rains, swelling
the Waimakariri, freshened the water over the beds and partly
killed the animals, this condition cminciding with the ebb tide
,oausing the vortex mentioned. A somewhat similar oocurrence in
S1dfley ts attributed by Hedley(1915) to this :freshening effect,
while in Japac the freshening was supposeti first to kill the
seaweed, and subsequently the dead weed poisoned the water.

01.

Unti 1 systematic

0

bservations are made for a nu.mber of

ye~trs.

the full explaination of this phenomenon cannot be given, and
this tends to show how little is really known of even the most
important factors controlling the life of the sub-littoral
zone.

Charaoteristio growth type---adapted for retention
of position in the sand ..
iii ..
Zone II.
Low water to three and a half hours exposure.
This zone has a very poor fauna. The small amphipod
of the family Phoxocephalidae, shows no apparent adaption for
life in this locality, but the isopod, Pseudaega punctata.
is an extraordinarily rapid burrower. shooting the sand out
between its uropods in a oontinuous stream.
The most numerous speoies in this zone is the polyohaete.
Nephthys macrura .. This worm burrows rapidly and continually
everts its pharinx, perhaps in search of prey or to assist
in burrowibg.
pale

It is an unusually strong swimmer and its

grey colour renders it inconspicuous in the sand. The

crustacean. Callianassa filholi. another rapid burrower,
preys on Nephthys.
Characteristic growth type----adapted for swimming .,
and burrowing.

32.
i v.

Zone III.
Four to six hours exposure.
Nephthys maorura and Pseudaega punotata.

iiTe

quite soaroe here; they really belong to zone II. The dominant
form is the " Bri ghton Pipi ". Mesodesma subtriangulatum.
This pelecypod is very definitely adapted to its mode of life.
In its habitat

~it

is exposod to the full force of the waroes,

to the rush of retreating water, to short but aoute periods
of desication. The smooth shell with elevated umbo

t

is

wedge-shaped, and wall suited for quiok downward burrowing
whicb process is aoomplished by the

t

large foot. In damp

sand , a pipi measuring 65m.m. in length, was observed to draw
itself oompletely under the sand in 45 seoonds from the time
the first mOVe was made. The elongated siphons, far li)ngar than
those of its shelter-seeking relative. M. australe. allow it
to remain at I to 2 inohes below the surface of the sand.
Plate 2 shows the animal in position" The surfaco position a
adopted by M. australe would be untennable here. When the
tide is over the pipi bed, the molluso

pushes the long

siphon up through the sand. and spreads out the oiliated disc
to the water.

On the retreat of the tide the siphons are

withdrawn into the shell(Plate 4.J
The animal does not live sucoessfully in sheltered plaoes,
and in suoh looalities it is sucoeeded , first by M.australo
, and then by Chione stutchburyi.
Bather a strange method of gaining access to the pipi
is reported. The gulls(Black-backed and Blaok-billed) are said
to carry the shell high in the air and then drop it. I have twioe
seen gulls drop pipios in this manner, and in both cases the shell
broke, but the bird made no attempt to eat.
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The apparently haphazard distribution of

sodasma

on the

beach is very misleading .. It is really confined to a rather oarrow
belt of the tidal zooe

as is seen io Figure 5. Only the so called

first 1ear pipies. the O·

group, were con

dared, The inhabitants

eat the pipi and if the larger ones had been considered the
results might have beeo disturbed. As a matter of fact the few
figures I have point to a sharpening of zoning with growth ..
I do not know the time of spawning but would expect it to
be oot later than October or November .. In Figure 4. I have
shown the size against numbers
for

M~rch

defini te

for two comparable lacalities

and april.It will be seen that the curves show two
rs of pGaks, A.B •• A' .. B' •• The fact thQt the pGak

move on would SGem to show that they are not due to errors of
sampling,

but would correspond to two Sfl&wning maxima,

perhaps two m,)nths apart. Half way between is another but
much smaller spawning period. From these curves it can be seen
that the pipi increasas by 60 t) 70% of its length in the
four months,March to July.
Examiruil.tion of the shell of the pipi shows that it is definitely banded with dark rings, which I think can be correlated
with the end of a season's growth.{Plate 3.) Thus the pipies
If

t

.,

I have saIled this years growth shaw no dark bands. Examination
of shells gave the following results:
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Len gth of ii rst ring

16 to 23m.m.

~

Len6th second -first ring
Length third

14m.m.

-second ring

8m.m.

Length fourth- third ring.

7m.m.

I La ngth fifth -fourth ring

7m.m.

I

I Length sixth -fifth ring

I Length

6m.m.

I

bm.m.

seventh -sixth ring

From these figures it will be seen that , if the
rings are to be regarded as yOQrly bands,

then the adult

pipi of about 60m.m. length is in its seventh year, ano
some individuals can continue on into their eighth year; but
the seven ringed individuals are rare.

From observations on

the sholl and the above measurements,

it would seem that tho

larger shells are just about to lay down another dark layer.
But these results are not sufficient to establish the growth
rate or that theBe bands are annual ones. One obvious difficulty
is the necessity
its size
00

explaining

how this year's pipi would double

in the next few months, as it would seem to have to

if it is to caLch up to the

first ring measurements.

Again thOl'8 is a strange shortage of l1years'! 1 t.o3 aod less
so of 4 and 5. rrhu8 a 1/4 square metre fav8, on 20i7i29
Numoer a InniviQuQ S l
Numbe r of Rings
I

1
2,
3

4
5

6
7

2
0
0
~2

J9

97

-

I

3b.

In the sandexcept immediately after

8,

stJrrn,

about99.9/~

of the pipies will be found to be definitely orientated with
relation to the tide • the umboes pointing seawards. In one day
over a thousand individuals were turnea round, but on tho following
day the percentage of individuals so turned was normal. With
the smaller animals the tide rip is sufficient to upset the
orientation,

but the animal mukas every attempt to regain this

position.
The pipi has three obvious enemies.
1. Birds.
2. Human beings who use them as food.
3. A 801 G.

I have not sean complete specimens of this fish
• so that I am unable to refer it to its species. The gut
from about December (or earlier) to March, is filled with small
pipi88

up to five m.m. in length.

To this fish I attribute

a good deal of the heavy early mortality in the pipi.
animal does not app6ar to touch

individu~ls

But as this

over about 6 m.m.,

and a comparison of the curves in figure 5 will show that the
mortality rate increases with fall in tide level, when the
majority of the individuals are past the 6m.m.

size. thera are

probably othGr fishes preying on the pipi.
Growing on the upper,'end of the pipies from the

lar~6r

ones down to those with at least ono ring. is a sartularian.
(which is new to me

and~has

been sent to Bale for

ideDtificati~)

This animal is not found on first year forms and only sparingly
on groups 2 to 4. Beyond that the roughened Elnd of the shed 1
S66ms, judging by the large growth,

to offer a very favourable

situation~

The f~od rel~tions of this sertularian. living
~ ~~)./~/ ~'o/IMU0i.D~;io...".,..e..!<¥-J.~.,.:t;_le ~ tI/;J;t,~.
"'-'rbJiij ~1 ;;t;k ~ .' ., '" , ~ .-t~ r~ ~;rcJ..4 ~;4 O.;;(~a~
.. '

ff

o
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completely below the surface of the sandt should prove very
interesting. Here in the midst of the microlithic substratum
, an animal which requires a ma8rmlithic one, has found such a
habitat. While the separaation of animals into micro and macrolithic
forms seems to me to be fundamental, this example shows how
difficult it is to draw any hard and fast lines

in the classifica-

tion of habitats.
Typical growth form---- Adaption for retli!ntion and recovery
of place in the sand, against

tidal movement.

'to

zone IV ..
7 to 8 hours exposure.
Except for an uncommon and unidentified polychaets

9

the small isopod, Actaecia euchroa, seems to be the only
regular inhabitant of this zone. This animal which is about
1/6 inch. long.

is beautifully marked on the dorsal surface

with dark grey and green, so that it forms an almost perfect
match with the sand. It can move exceedingly quickly and
scurries about on the beach as it is laid bare by the retreating
tide;

but if disturbed it immediately rills up into a Dall

which is so like aa sand blob,

that unless an observer has

seen the animal moving. he would almost certainly pass it by.
It makes holes about one to two inches deep, which have a

frill of loose sand round the top, and outwardly

look like the

splash of a rain drop or a piece of spray.(Plate 5)
On the aporoach of the tide or the onset of rain,

the animal
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returns ta its burrow and remains there till
retreated or the rain has stop ad long enough

the tide has
to allow the surface

of the sand to dry somewhat.

It was suggested by Dr. Chilton that the animal was nocturnal
in habits,

but my observations at night do not support this

idaa. The animal seems to be positively

phototropic.

vi.
Zone V.
8 hours to full exposure.
About 3/4 tide lies the long line of drift kelp already
described,.

Added to this medley is a pile of drift wood

and rubbish, dead birds, barnaclis,

and ih the holdfasts

of the large kelp, D'Urvillea antarctica,

many varities of

chitons , gastropods, Polyzoa, Sertularia, and the wealth of
plant and animal remains always found in and around the
roots of seaweed.
Among this mixture of drift, burrowing beneath it,in the
sand, is a large amphipod, Talorchestia quoyana,

which is

by far the most numerous inhabitant of this region. It
feeds on the drift kelp,
and .Macrocystis.

.l~ost

exclusively D'Urvillea

Its burrows Iil,ra almost always just below

high water mark. The animal can withstand oomplete and flE'equent
wettings of the surf,

but is almost oompletely terrestial

and runs and leaps with great agility.
mode of life,the hind legs are

Correlat~d

with this

prodigiously developed and
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much stronger than in purely aguatic forms.
The

gr~at

widening of the body is probably to be QxplainQd

in that stability is required in extra-aqueous progression
as the typical Gammaria form was evolved in water and was
unsuited to tarrestial conditions.
Its colour. a mottled grey with black brown patches, is
well calculated to match a patch of dirty

si;J.rld

or saod speckled

seaweed. It is worthy of noto. that. ifknocked off into the sandt
it lies on its side which is entirely grey and a perfect match
tor the sandi

and if dug out it will lie very still for

soma time, and can easily be overlooked. It • too. is a highly
specialised organism, and cannot survive a change in its economy;
thus attempts to

/1"

introduce~out

of reach of the spray. even in

as damp a locality. aod where its food was provided, proved
futile. It is apparently intolerent of fresh water and is seldom
seen out of cover during rain. On the advance of the tide ,
it seaks shelter in its burrows and remains there during the
period of submergence.
T. telluris

has been placed in this group. but it seems

to prefer the proximity of tresh

~ater.

Thus it is found up

at the mouthof the Waimakariri River and

at the entrance of the

Avon River into the Heathcote Estuary.
Another organism found in this zone is
Archey for identification)
in and among the

fe~thers.

Oil.

chilopod(sent to

• It lives on dead birds and is found
It is cryptozoic

in general habit
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, moving away from the light immediately it is brought from
li~lt

cover; but it prefers a faint

to complete darknsss(Lab.

resultsl.
A numbor of Diptera are common here, especially in the
summar months, . The chief of these are
and

(AgrQmyza) flavifrons.

to their surroundings.

Coe10pa littor.lis

Both those animals are well suited

The blaokish brown body of

Coalopa

closely matches tho dark brown kelp stems on which it rests,
while the slate colour of Agromyz&
sand.

is close to that of the

The only specimsns of the latter which

females. Both of these
for strong flying
of dipterous

have long narrow wings

have taken are
suitable

I am at present rearing out two species

I

tA

1

taken from rotting kelp; and at least one of

l~va

these is distinct from the
The New Zealand

above two

poiso~ous

specia8~

spider, the Ratipo( Latrodectes

hasse I ti) is sometimes found here though it real l;y bel 0 n gs furthE!lT
back among tho dunes. It has

iii..

prominent scarlet band on the

back of tho abdomen whioh might be taken as an axlitmple of
"warning" colouration. The female spider spins a cocoon for
har purplish eggs

about the middle of November. This

cocoon is suspended amot1g the rubbish 'abovo high water mark.
Other'observ~rs

for the

note that usa is made of old tins aad bottles

receptio~

of the ooooon. I have never baen fortunate

enough to see these cocoons hatch out, butRobson (1879)
states that

th~

young appear as transparent

individuals in

the begit1ning of F@bruary.

!:;~~~;~~;:1~~d
~~~~~. £c.-~ ~~:t--z:;Lc-r....~
4J~ ~

-,3

~(~~/;2()C) ~f<J.~/-5~T"
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In sp:ringand summe:r,thecryptozoic beatIe, Staphylinus
occulatus ?

t

the refuse;

is quite common under the kelp, burrowing through
while dipterous larvae are plentiful in the decaying

shelfish and kelp.
Of the remaining forms found among the drift kelp few

if

any have any impottant effect on the economy of the locality.
I have called this association the drift kelp association as
all the forms

found here are directly dependent on

the drift

kelp and the refuse which accompanies it , for food and shelter.
The quantity'of drift kelp is vary variable. Sometimes there
is an enormous pile, 20 yards in width, and almost continuous
for the whole length of the beach. At such times the amphipod
becomes more common and,if it is

summer. the flies, beetles

and centipedes are more plentiful. At other times. when certain \.
winds and states of the tides concide,

the beacp may be swept

clear; or a long continued spell of calm weather may l.eave
but dried up fragments of kelp.

At such times all the

fauna except the amphipod, disappears, and even this amphipod
burrows deep back into the sand, and is much less obvious.
( P I at e 6 an d 7.)
From a zoological point of view. the'dominant form:, is
the large sand hopper.Talorchestia quoyana.
Characteristic growth type---l<-

~daptions.

Burrowing and cryptozoic

Swimming of little importance.
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c.Experiments on the ]'auma and Laboratory "w'ork.
A summary of the experiments carried out on some of the
dominant forms is given below.
Mesodesma subtriangulatum.
This species was transplanted to different localities
wi~h

the following results.
1. When placed in sand at the end of the spit, subject

to a slight lessening of surf and salinity,

a colony of 26

all died within a fortnight.
2. Yfuen placed inside the Estuary, with no surf and
much decreased salinity, in places already occupied by
M. australe,
In Estuary s&nd(lO% mud)
15 placed.
10 days later 9dead.
P
d
18 d ays 1 a t er a 11 d"·lsaijeara.
In Esturine Mud.
18 placed.
open valves found in 9 days; no'trace of
live shells.
Sheltered sand beacb.
23 placed
allrdisappeared" in 5 days-- probably dug
by iii. fishing party.
Talorchestia quoyana.
Transplanted into the Estuary with kelp supplied.
Just inside the Estuary.
34 placed
2 faund three days later.
nJna found 7 days later.
Halt way inside the Estuary.
43 p htce d •

none found 8 days later.
At entrance of the Heathcote River.
55 placed.
one found 6 days latar.
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The above experiments Were repfiiated without supplying kelp,
but in no case were any hoppers found after two days.
Consideration of results for T. quoyana.
fllhe above resul ts are not as satisfactory as could be
desired for the following reasons:
The animal. by its great ability to hide, might be
present and never be found. in spite of the careful search made.
The kelp would get slimy and stale in a short time in
the fresher water of the Estuary.
It was impossible to visit the experiments every day,
and a certain amount of interferenoe by fi sherma n ,'.lnd
others may have taken place.
But the general trend of the experiments seems

to point

to the facts that:a. The animal cannot live permanently out of reaoh of
the spray.
b. The stnimal cannot tolaratQ more than a very limited
freshQning of the water.
It is worthy of note that in this speoies,the males go
through a form similar to that of the jemala. Perhaps the males
are at one stage hermaphroditQ or even definitely famale.
With this change is associated a change in the first and
second gnathopods. This change in what is

&1.

specifio oharacter

, gave considerable trouble during identifioation.
It has been suggested that this animal is

~octurnal

in

habits beoause it is so seldom seen in the bright light.
Several attempts to keep it in captivity having failed, I

43.
watched the animal on the beach for several nights. It did
not seem any more active or obvious

at night than at dsy time.

Wben disturbed • it fled from an electric torch, but whether
this was negative phototropisID 7 or desire to regain cover,
I cannot say.
d. Birds of the Brighton Beach.
The birds do not belong to any particularly zone,
but range like scavengers. over the whole area. The Terns do
not seem to frequent the beach very much. Very likely

th~

small crustaceans for which they ai ve in the estuary and in
less broken water, cannot be obtained here. The Black-backed
and Black- billed Gulls are extremely constant and numerous
members of the fauna. Something. hasalrEiady bluw said of the
mEithods EiID910yed by

thefo~m.r

to open shells of M. subtriangulatum

• However it is accomplished, it is certain that this bird call
break into all tbe bivalves of the beach. Broken and torn Mactra
and Dosinia are quite

common, with scratching and marks to show

where the gull has been pulling the shell about. It is quite
a common sight to see

this bird at work, finishing off one

of these large bivalv8s.(Plate 9.J
In

s~ormy

weather these animals usually retreat inland,

where they will eat worms or grain---- in fact anything.
CFll.it. 11. l
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f. The Brighton

Beaoh Community.
----Disoussion of Results.

Frem the above it will be sean that there are 5 zonGS
on the beaoh.

The domin.nt forms of all the zones are highly

adapted tor burrowing,

while even the minors are mostly

modified to the same end. But it the various zon6S are considered,
it will be seon that there is a gradual but definite elimination
of swimming forms(e.g.Nephthys, or compare Pseudaoga punctata
which swims: well with

Aotaecia euohroa.).

Burrowing bGcomes less and less

a method of obtaining food

, and mora and more a method of avoiding desUpation and attacks
by enemies. What from a ,human point of view would be oalled
"Proteotive ColQurationTl is more highly developed as the uppor
zones are reaohed. Again oompare Aotaecia and Pseudaega, or
tho Phoxooephalid with Talorohestia.
Again there is a definite dividing line between the animals
whioh feed only when the tide is over them {Zdnos I -1111.
and those whioh feed only whey

a~8

unooverad(Zones IV • V).

It will be seen that this division coinoides with a division
into an area which is more than half its time submerged, and
an area whioh is more than half its time exposed. A glanoe at
the minimum watar content graph(Figura 3.

J

will show that

the same lino of division ooinoides with a rapid drop from
nearly saturated sand to rather dry sand.
g. Comparison with similar areas in other plaoes.
On exposed sandy beaohes throughout New Zealand, similar
oommunities are met with, though in some parts of the Hast Coast
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M. ventricosa is reported

as having replaced M. subtriangulatum.

It might here be of value to mention two other types
of microllthic oClan beachc with which

1

am acquainted.

To the south of Banks Peninsula is a long ocaah beach
composed of small rounded stones of from 4 to .8 m.m. diameter.
There the shingle is so motile and the surf so strong that no
pipi beds have been established. At high water there is little
or no kelp, due to the fact that all the currents tend to the
north. and would carryall kelp from tho rocky Banks Peninsula.
~,way

from the beach. The result is that the sdnd hOQPor

association at high water is missing. (Plate 121
Still another type of microlithic ocean beach is

~epresented

at Akaroa. The beach is camp sed of rounded pebbles. of from
one to four inches in diameter. The rattle of these stones
under the influence of even the mildest surf, is sufficient to
explain the absence of the low water pelecypod association.
At high watlr there is
T. quoyana, is absent.

it

little kelp but the large amphipod,
Perhaps the size of the stones is

un sui table. as this animal never seems to inhabi t anything but
fine sand.(Plate 13 and 141.
Thus it is evident tha:t the location of the Brighton
Beach. io a backwater of the Pacific Ocean, which has: probably
lad to the fine nature 0f the beach.
constant and sufficient supply

and which results in a

of drift kelp from Banks Peninsula,

has determined its physical nature and thus the nature of its fauna
From Wsw South Walas. Hadleytl915) reports a strikingly
simi lar formation. Here Donax dol toides rapla-cGs M. suntriangulatum
• It is extraordinary how similar the habits of these two forms

4'{ •

are; and Hedley's description of the shape, habits. and
situation of his form, could be applied to the local species
without being incorrect in the smallest detail.
Under kelp he describes the sand hoppers ,Talorchestia
quadriman~

and Orchestia maclayana.

Which seems to agree

identically with our sand hopper association.

Hedley(1915J

, in this connection, stat6s;- "In all countries and various
climates the OCBan beach preserves the same external appear.nce.
If by some cosmic

change, the climate of ::rdney became warmer

• then in response; a thicket of Rhizophora would spring up
on tha Zostereta of llr:iddle Harbour, and a reef of corlii-l
would build en the

Hormosireta of the Heads. But the slii-ndy

beach, though sheltering ao)ther series of spacies. and
perhaps serving lii-S a turtle incubator, would still remain
u1'lchanged, exte roally. 11
h. Summary.

The Gcean beach is a re gio rl

0

f few. hi ghly specialised

forms. Its chief character is its moving and unstable form •
which prevents the establishment of a flora • except blii-ck in
the dune area. COlilsequently all forms are dependent)(] the
SGa

for

their livelihood;

and dependent on their burrowing

ability tor protection, there being no sheltering rock,
or legetatiotl as is fGlUnd im many localities.
Tho oomstancy of this sub-tormation in all climates, in varying
degrees of sunshine, aalioity. etc., laads to the conclusiGn
that the deciding factors in establishing it are:
1. Finely divided substratum.
2. OCGan surt. bringing Iii. plentiful supply of
plankton.
3. An adjacent r9cky coast where kel~ can grow
with a current trem it to the beach.

t
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And provided these are present, this formation wiLl appear
ragardlass of almost all other considerations.
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B.. Type of Muddy Estuary-----'.J:he Heathcote Estuary.
1.Physioal Faotors.
a. Situation and Formation.
The area known as the Heathoote Estuary is
situated immediately north
Aooording to
as

and north west of Banks

~eninsul ••

von Ha.st (1879) its existance may be explained

follQws;~

" The Banks Peninsula itself. a big mountainous region
of volcanio origin,

was in the post-pliooene era. separated from

the plains by • narrow arm of the sea. Soon however, tho oo.an
swell travelling northwards, oarrying the products of

disinteg~atiot

of the post- pliocene deposits, and assisted by the material
from the rivers, was directed by the two prevailing winds to
form a dam from the mouth of the Rakaia to the isolated voloanic
system. (Banks Peninsul:a.). Year by y(iar the dam grew till it formed
a definite isthmus which was l'€Pd.lly

8,

shingle spit. Behind

this

spit, and sheltered from most disturbanoes, now lay a long arm
of the Sea with an entranoe to tho north of Banks Peninsula.
Into this the

Selwy~.

Waimakariri, and probably the Rakaia,

fell. Gradually the shingle and sand, brought down by the
northern rivers, the Waipera and the Ashley, travelling with
a northerly swell.

built a bar across the bay, thus forming

a large logoorl, of whioh Lake Ellesmere is the only remnant."
The other part of the onoe large arm of the sea jwindled,
in size till the small area known as the Heathcote Estuary
is the only remnant.
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At the samo time the

tid~l

action off tho coast at New

Brighton was extending a sand bar across the entrance of this
area so that now it has an area of but

2t

square miles.

The Heathcote Estuary. as at present existent. has the
shape of an equilateral triangle , with sides approximately
2 miles long. Into it run the two rivers, Avon and Heathcote,
both to some extent at least, of artesian origin. They flow
through remarkably flat country for many miles ,with the
sinuous course of rivers running very near

grade. Each of

these rivers flows in at an angle of the triangle , while the
9pening to the sea is at the other angle. This opening is
about 250 feet wide at low water, but a large rock, Shag Rock,
reduoes tho free passage to about 180 feet with a depth of
20 to 25 feet. (Plates 15-16).
There are many artesian "leaks" in the Estuary, but in
addition it receives the water from 150 square miles~J. Little 1911:
; the same authority quotes the amount of water flowing out of
the .clstuary at ordinary ti des as
The map

sho~s

\ 9~00·. 000 tons.

the general shape of the area. The seaward side,

from the outlet to the mouth of the Avon, is but little west
of north in direction. It changes from almost wholly sand at
the outlet, to rather soft mud at tho Avon. Plant growth, too,
ohanges from the ordinary sand dune grasses. Soirpus frondosus
and Ammon phi la arenaria, at ·the mouth of the Estuary, to rush
topped banks,with plant Suada maritima creeping on the ground.
At the Avon the rushes are aD almost pure formation of
Juncus maritimus. and Leptooarpus simplex.
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The side running from the

Avon to the Heathcote,is northJh&"..::(J'-.>

-t~ -t{; ~bi..- ~(.w&;vl;

~

in direction. It is more uniform in composition, con-

sisting €i)f a stiff clay sand bank, rising two or three feet from
the level below. The bank is topped in most places, by

flat

til.

lavel are., supporting the usual salt reed swamp, interspersed
with occasional stunted manuka trees, gorse, and the box wood
tree( Plagianthus divaricatus)

•

The side from the Heathcote to the outlet is rather
taAf;1;,W~

~

-

o-f.= south, in direction,. It shows great variation.For thfll

firstl/5,it is rather like the previous section; then its
natural aspect is altered by a stone wall with rocky patches
below. This gives way to a tram cause-way Which cuts off
an area of 115 acres of mud flat. This area is still in free
communication with the rest of the Estuary, by two openings
in.the cause-way. The banks of the area are typical of
Salt-Reed

Association, but here the box-tree is more common.

At the other end of the cause-way, a rocky outcrop,
an extension of the Redcliffes volcanic mass, juts out into
the Estuary at a place I have called "Rock House Point."
Erom thore on for some distance the bank is an artificial stone
wall, which at Monks Bay, changes to lit stone wall wi th a
sandy beach in front of it. From ther6 the banks are covered
with rooks, put down when tho rolitd and
The next chlitnge is at
This

~hag

tram~way

were built.

nock •

rocky area , jutting out intm

the seaward

opening of the &stuary, is a continuation of a volcanic
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spur. From there the coast is rocky round to Sumner.
Just past Shag Rock, however, another causs-way has been
built. and mud has so accumulated that it was considered with
the rest of the

~stuary.

Within the limits described is the
flat area. cut up

~stuary

itself. It is a

by water channels. Almost the whole area

is uncovered during tides, except these water channels, and
over half of it is above half tide.
Near the mouth of the

~stuarY9

especially on the Brighton

side, in isolated banks, a considerable admixture of sand is
found.

For some distanc/illinside the spit,the substr:itum is

entirely fine sand, while further in the proportion of sand
decreases. At Monks Bay the proportion of sand is quite considerable,and at the higher levels Qt other places. Further in
the Estuary, and always near the water channelS, the mud is
soft and heavy,---- grey on top with black, evil smelling
substance

bene~th.

When the Avon and Heathcote Rivers are reached,

the sand has practically disappeared. there being nothing
but heavy mud at low water. merging into clay at high tide mark.
A few pieces of rock here and there. a few piles, odd
pieces of WOOd, and tins, are the only exceptions to almost
complete microlithic substratum.
b. Climate.

Temperature:
Air:
The temperature range at the mouth of the Estuary is
about that already recorded for
end of the

~stuary

the Brighton Beach. As the upper

is approached,the conditions approximate
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to those of Christchurch Qnd become more extreme.
water.
The water temperature shows even greater departure from
the conditions at Brighton. In summer the upper end of the
Estuary is almost invariably several degrees higher than the
lower end, while in winter the reverse is the case.It must be realised

t

too

t

that the kind of day,state of the tide

other factors, influence the result.

An

t

and

approximate idea

can be gained from the following readings at Heathcote Bridge.
iJ'n. IFb. 1Mh. ~P. lM.y. iJ'n. Jy. Ag. SP. Oc .. ~v • Dc.
18.8
14 .. 3112.7 9.2 10.4 8.7 9 .. 9 12.8 b ~ 11 7 9
Air. 18.2. 1190.9
..
.
Wa,t e r 1 7. 718. 11 7 .. 814 • 2112 • 111 0 •91 O. 4· 8 .. 4 10. 1 12.4 5.9 17.5
But it must be borne in mind that these readings were all
taken in the day time, and that in the winter nights the air
temperature falls as low as 2 or 3 degrees below zero, and
the water to4 or 5 degrees C.
The temperature of the mud shows a grap;ient similar to that
found for the sand at Brighton 13each •
Air temperature(in shade} 11.4

Water temperature 10.4

Hours expo sure .. Surfaoe. lOoms. 120cms. 30cms. 40oms.
down
down
down
down
I

2hrs.

10.3

10.3

10.0

9.5

10.0"*"

4hrs.

10.2

10.1

9.8

9.7

9.5

8hrs.

10.2

10 .. 0

9.6

9.4

9.2

*.rhe rise in this value is due to the see.page of water.
For the rest of the climatic factors, the readings given for
Christohuroh(N.Z.

Ye~r'

Book

1915) are very

~pproximata1y

correct.
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c. Currents and fides.
The only currents in the illstuary are the river and tidal
currents, and the

sw~r18

and ,ddie8 produced by them. The tide

rises to between 4 and 6 faet in the Estuary. and is about

t

to one hour later than at Lyttolton .. A change in wind, however,
has a pronounced efflct. An easterly wind, either a north easterly
or a south easterly, tends to bring the tide in a little $arlier,
raise.: it to a greater height,

and keep it in a little later.

A westerly wind has almost the opposite effect. Usually the
tidal movement in the illstuary follows the simple harmonic
expression given by Brucedl928}. This is illustrated in the followil'
-g

graph(Figure 8) of time against tide hight, taken at the

Mount Pleasant Pier.
()

<l.i.

/:J...

I

J

1/

/
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d. Composition of the Water.
The chloride content ,

estim~,;ted

as grams of chlorine

per litre. the oxygen estimated as milligrams per litre, and
the density, were estimated for different samples. taken
at different places and stutes of the tide. The localities where
these samplas were taken are indicated in figure 9.The actual
results of the analyses i,s gi van below and the results of
the chlorine estimation • shown in figure 10. '.rhough it was not
expected that these woul d provide any dafini te re lationship,
it was felt that they were necessary if these results were to
be of any use for further work or for comparison with other
localities.
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11.~~/12 .. 5

12

11/5
10;;8/13
6.8/6 .. 2
14.6/1 .. 6
13 .. 8/4
6 .. 8/6 .. 2

13
14
15
16
17
18

10.2/10 .. 5 19
11/5

20
21

5/4 .. 7
11.5/10.2 22
11/5
13/4 .. 8
5/4.7

23
24
25

14.5/2.6
5/4.7
15.4/2.4

26
27
28

Hill .. 7
10/5 .. 8

29

6.8/6.2

~o~

IO.t

mHO)
wo p~
OW . . .
r-I8
o ~~ bD bD r-I ((j Cd
1-1 W -rl '.-1 cd 0
(I)
_ilII.ri:l ~ CH +' I

9.5/1L,5
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,0

30
31

11/9

32

5/4.7

33

15/2

34

'rl

r-I
~I

state of Tide etc.
Tide
.. Bright Sun ..
-;i Tide. Coming in..
Low water.
Low IJater.. Coming in.
High
• Bright sun.

rl W

UP.

.------..w-.'------~_:::_=--+__=_.:.~~b_~~......,....'"--~,~_"'!_~""

It

II

tl"

Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface

II

II

tI

"

"

"

High Viater. Going out.
If
Low Water. (Brighton Beach)"
Low Water. Tide going out II
Col1ec·ted off IDU<.'1 flats.
II
'ride going out.
tI
Ti
low. Coming in.
tI
high .. Hot; day ..
nearly high. Going oatil
high. Go:i.ng out..
"
high.. Bright sun..
II
Tide 1/3 in, and coming in II
Zostera pool. Low
Surface
tI
~. Tide..
Coming j. n.
1/3 Tide. Coming in ..
"
II
Tide. Bright sun.
Nearly high.. Going out..
"
Nearly high. Bright sun. "
Very nearly low water.
II
Tide going out ..
tt
High Water.. Bright Sun ..
High Water.. Going out.
"tI
Low WatE~r.. Coming j .. n.
tI
Tideth1rd in. Coming in
II
High Tide. Bright sun.
~iqe nearly high.
Going
out. 4 ft below surface. 2f~
off bottom.
Tide nearly high. Bright
sun. 5ft down.
out of
Low Water. Squee
mud.
IUgh water go ing out. 4 ft
dovlfn.
Tide high. Bright Sun .. 5 ft
down.

16 .. 8
.259
.114
.179
18.53
18 • 53
18 .. 53
18.7
18 .. 68
.307
8.23

1.0219

4.26

1.0015
1.0243
1 .. 0242
1 .. 0242
1..0244
1.0244

10.2

11.53 1.,017
12 .. 6

17.15 1.0224
18.46 1.0240
18 .. 9 1.0247
9 .. 96
13 .. 65
12.82
7.15 1.009
18 .. 7 1. 024:~t~
18 .. 0
18 .. 53

6 .. 29

.99
18 .. 53

13 .. 33 1 .. 018
14 .. 78 1.0186

9.07

13 .. 74 1.0181
18.54 1.0245

17.2

1 .. 0224

1.0243

13 .. 6

1 .. 0200

18 .. 7

1 .. 0243

17.0

1..0229

5.63
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As well

laS

the"apot" samples from

iii.

1 1 over tho Estuary t four

statiQos ware established, at Heathcote Bridge, Mt. Pleasant
Pier, Book House Point, and Shag Roek. Here samples were taken
at trequeot intervals ,over the whole Qf

Ii.

tide.Fr0m these

results. which are summarised below, the graphs on Figp.re lL.
were constructed, which allowed mo to build up a fairly acourate
picture of the salinity changes in the Estuary. The four stations
are marked XI, X2. X3. and X4. on
station XI
Heathoote BridgEil
Time allier
Low WatEllr
-2 hra.
-lhr. 30min.
15
-1
0
-1
45
-,
30
0
15
30
45
15
1
2
15
3
35
20
6
35
6
50
6
5
7
20
7
35
7
50
7

I;ja!lnl ty

-

;

I

5.573
4.394
3.394
2.625
2.129
1.775
.6528
.5322
.4825
.3193
.4613
5.783
9.792
13.550
14.060
14.060
13.700
13.700
13.450
13.420

Station X2.
Mt. Pleasant Pier.
-8
i-8
-8
-7
-7
-7
-7

30
0
0
45
30
30
15

13.580
15.720
16.220
16.440
15.080
16.290
15.850

Figure 12.
X2.otd.
Time after
I
Low Water
.. 7hrs. millS •
... 7
45
-6
30
-6
30
-6
15
-6
0
-6
45
-5
30
-5
15
-5
0
-5
45
-4
";'4
15
45
-4
45
-2
15
-2
35
-1
0
-1
...
50
5
10
25
40
55
10
1
40
1
2
10
2
40

-

Salinity.
16.17.
14.57.
15.37.
16.23.
14.44.
16.79.
17.15.
17.76
17.79
17 .. 68
17.68
16.62
15.54
15.37
14.19
13.22
8.932
6 .. 002
5.002
2.697
1.854
1.647
1.597
2.271
3 .. 903
4.506
5.855
10.150

59 ..
::3I-169

R9J;L
" c'alinity

No ..

L.W ..
lIr .. Mins.

.7
10 mins

-:: 40

13 .. 3

81

65

1.10

15012

82

66

1.

14 .. 76

15

II

12.90

67

1 .. 40

14 .. 89

30

II

12.

68

1.55

14 .. 80

85

45

"

69

2.10

15.63

86

1.15

14 .. 15

70

2.25

.. ~31

1.

13 .. 69

71

2 .. 55

16.20

88

2.15

14.72

72

3.

15 .. 8t)

89·~

73

3.

.42

90

C)

74

4.25

17 .. ~-J4

91

3.15

75

4.55

18 .. 79

92

3.45

5.
77

80

.. 72

0

(~

15 .. 62
14.07

.93

from
Hock Pool
1'7.97

to

.. 68

4.

19.36
18 .. 78

5.55

18.93

94

4.45

6 .. 10

19 .. 26

95

5

6.25

.. 26

96

5.15

18.26

6 .. 40

19.13

97

5.30

19.

98

5.45

100

.28

.. 92

G

18 .. 86

G
~~ "

19.16

101

.. 30

.26

45

18.85

102

(-~.

103

7

18.

60 ..
niscussi.oJ}h_oJ~B~sl.il ts ..

It will be noted that the readings vary considerably :tl.~nl \
different states of the tide, depth and locality ..
Chloride. :falue ..
In many cases where fresh water enters salt water, a def'in:i.te
stratification of the water has been noted ..

!i&-aong the workers

who have noted this effect may be mentioned Huntsman (1918) and
Cowles (1923) ..

In the case under consideration such a stratif'i-

cation was not observed (cf. results No. 31, 32, 34, 35) the
salinity varying little with depth for the same state of the tide
etc.

Probably this is to be explained in terms of the shallow-

ness of the area, and the large proportion of tidal movement ..
At full tide the salinity varies from 12-14 units of chiliorine
near the entrance of the riVers to about 18...19 in the lower parts
of the Estuary.
At low tide when the water is confined to the water channels,
tF

the salinity varies from almost fresh at the

l.j"o.AdZi ... a.....v~ ~)

mout~(.114

to .9

units of Chlorine) to 14 - 15 units at the mouth of the Est.uary.
A fact worthy of note is that water taken from the mud itself
has a salinity distinctly higher than the water at low tide ..
An interesting fact brought out by the tidal salinity curves (fig
11) is that the maximum and minimum salinities at any point are
reached after high and low water respectivelyo
change is most rapid at about half tide ..

'rhe salinity

It will be seen that

animals living at high water at Heat.hcote Bridge need be no bet-t.er
able to withstand freshening of water than those at low water at
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Shag Rock.
Density.
The density, except in case No.4 seems to follow the
salinity.

The irregularity in this case may quite likely be due

to suspended matter in the water.
Oxygen Values.
As there are but seven values for Oxygen, no detailed conelusions would be justified.

But these results point to a very

definite and considerable decrease in the proportion of dissolved
oxygen as we proceed up the Estuary (Fig 13).

Proximity of mud

seems to decrease the oxygen content as the differences between
results 18 and 31 might be supposed to show.

But the decrease

from 10 to 4 mnlgs. is a rather large decrease and seems to show
conclusively that surface water is not necessarily saturated.
2.

Floristic Comnosition.
•

.. .... ____

,

..+

-

*'-...

II

The Estuary shows remarkably little flora.

Except for a

little Ulva in sheltered rock pools and on muddy sand banks'lli ttle
Zostera, the salt reed
is bare mud.

fOI~mation,

and one or two small plants, it

The flora will be considered with each area.

~~qgistic_CoffiRosition.

a.

Catalogu~-2.:( .l.i!:u_l}.!§.tic

Species.

The following is a list of' species of animals found in
Heathcote

l~stua!'"y

Brighton Piles.

with which is included the list from the New
No attempt has been made to identify the n tIDlerous

species of protozoa and small crustacefi which have been found.
Except for these, the list probably includes all the common forms,

62 ..

though in some cases the animals have not been identified and
are ref'erred to their group only.
PORIFEM
Calcarea
One species from below rocks inside Shag Rock - unidentified.
COELENTERATA
a

"i~

Hydrozoa
Several forms on rocks and shells, notably a sertularian
on pipi and mussel .shells at Brighton beach.

Family
1.

Phyll;acti§C)&

Oulactis plicatus Hutton 1879 p. 311.

In rock pools

at Shag Rock and beVHeen rocks at low water covered wi th pieces
of shell.
Family
2.

Buno~~

B'LffiOdes aureoradiata Stuckey..

(Stuckey le08 p .. 367)

In mud on any solid object from Monks' Bay to Mount
Pleasant.

Rm1ge from 6 hours exposure to low water.

Also on

ot.her species of Anthozoa.
ECII1i10DERMAT.A

Astero:iAE!a.
Family_
3.

_~ste.r.:i.Yli~

Asterina regular is Verrill (Bennett. 1927 p .. 135)

Common at Shag rock and in as far as Monks' Bay.
to half hour exposure or moreQ

Range

63.
PLf\TYlnJIMINTli~

Tricladia,
4.

Leptop1ana australis ..

Common under stones and in deep moist crev:i.ces at Shag Rock
and inside as far as the long tramway embanlmlent ..

Range to 2

hours exposure.
Nemertinea
Apparently five species - none of which have been identified.

I.

Large black nemertine under stones just inside Shag

Rock, also on Brighton

lese

Pink nermertine.

Very C'Drnrnon under stones at Shag Rock

and some distance inside the Estuary ..

(Perhaps Amphiporus

heterophthalrna Schmarda) ..
3.

Thick black nemertine tmder stones in mud at Monks

Bay (Perhaps

4 ..

Grey striped nemertine, not unlike

marinus, in

mud at Mount Pleasant.
5.

Dirty coloured, large forrn - Mount Pleasant in mud.
ANNgLIDA POLYCHAETA
'T?'m

[amily
5..

'"""""'"

Aphroqitida~

Lepidonotus polychroma Scrunarda..

Very plentiful under
Rock and outside.

(Benham 1909 p.. 72)

ones up to 1 hour exposure at Shag

Scarce inside the Estuary but occurs as far

up as Rock House Point.

64.

6.

Porroa

(Eulalia) microphylla Schmarda.

(Ehlers 1904 p. 16 and

19b7 p. 6).

Very plentiful on mussel beds at and outside Shag Hock.
On New Brighton Piles.
than Monks Bay..

Does not occur in the Estuary further up

Range up to 6 hOlix's exposure.
FamilY Nereidae (Lycoridae)

7.

Nereis australis Schmarc1a.

(Benham 1909 p. 73)

Moderately COfanlOn in the low:er parts of the Estuary chiefly
under stones and sometimes in loose membranous tubes.
to

-~

Range up

hotU"'S exposure.
8.

(Benham 1909 p. 73)

Nereis vallata Grube.

Common under sto nes and burrowing in the mud.

Most plenti-

ful well up the Estuary and takes the p lace of Chione stutchburyi
near the Heathcote Bridge.

Range low water to 3 hours

Nereis amblyodonta Schmarda.

exposur~.

(Benham 1909 p. 74)

Occurs to 6 hours exposure at Shag Rock and outside;
the Estuary as far as Rock House Point.

inside

Range low water to 6

hours exposure.
Nereis kerguelenensis
Recorded by Oliy,er (Oliver 1923 p. 541) but not found, by
me.
Fami1~Nephthydidae

9.

Nephthys macrura Schmarda.

(Hutton 1879 p. 321).

This species has an unusually large range.

It is quite

65.

comm.on in the sand at New Brighton where i·t is almost the only
polychaete.

It occurs in the Estuary up as far as half way

betV'leen the Heathcote Bridge and Mount Pleasant..

Ranges up to

5 hours exposure in mud and 4 in sand.
Fami ly:
10.

Gly:c eridE&,.

G1ycera origera Schmarda.

Quite common from Shag

(Benham 1909 p .. 79).

Rock to half way between Mount

Pleasant and Heathcote Bridge..

The range as I have observed

it is from low water to 3 - 4 hours exposure.

Benham records

it do¥m to 35 fathoms.
Family
11.

EunicidaE?

Lumbriconereis sphaerocepha1a Schmarda.

(Benham

1919 p .. 79)"
Occurs freely over the Estuary espeCially in stiff' mud ..
Faro i lx.' .A;f'i c lliiQ§&.

Scoloplos cylindrifer Ehlers.
Fairly common in muddy parts of Estuary.
Aricia papillosa.
Recorded from

here~f;))y

Oliver (1923 p. 541) but not so

far seen by me.
Scolecolepides benehami lDhlers.

(Ehler 1907 5 No. 4 p.

14. )

Common at M01mt Pleasant, at about 8 hotU's exposure.
~ly

12.

SRionidae

Spio. Benham says "An unde-scribed species I believe.

It differs from 3 .. aequalis Ehle:r's in its much larger tentacles
on the prostanium. II

Common at Mount Pleasant, at about 7 hours exposure"
Fruni~ Jerebellid~e

13.

Thelepus plagiostoma Scbmarda.

(Ehlers 1904 p .. 50)

In tubes under stones at low water at Monks' Bay but not
common.
Family ,Arenicolidae
14.

Arenico1a, assimi1is var. affinis Ashworth.

(Ashworth

1903 p .. 737) ..
Common in stiff sandy mud near Mount Pleasant..

Range from

6 to 4 hours exposure.

Family
: 15.

Serpulida~

vermilia carinifera Gray..

(Hutton 1879 p. 326)

On rocks as far in the Estuary as Rock House Point"
Shag Rock forms large masses..

At

Range from low ,vater to 6 hours

exposure ..
16.

Spirorbis zelandica Gray.

Oln musse

17..

at

(Hutton 1879 p. 327).

ow water at Shag Rock ..

Pallasia quadricornis Schmarda..

(Hutton 1879 p .. 324) ..

Tubes common allover lower part of flats ..

Only 011e

animal taken at low water, Mount Pleasant ..
Sipunculo.i.~c,

18.
Low

Dendrostoma huttoni Benham (Benham 1905 po 306).
wat(~r

to 8 hours exposure in soft mud from Shag Rock

to Mount Pleasant.

67.
CRUSTACEA
Brachyura,
C~c~idae

Famill
19.

Cancer-novae-Z';ealandiae (Jacquinot and Lucas)

(Chilton and Bennett 1928 p. 744).
In mud in the Estuary as far

Common mutside Shag Rock.
as Monks

Bay but not commonly in so far.

Range to -2- hours

expOS'Lwe.
20.

Ovalipes bipustulatus (Milne - Edwards ) (Chilton and

Bennett 1928 p. 755).
Occasionally at Shag Rock, in deep water, attracted by
meat bait.
Family:
21.

Hemiplan

OC.YQ0didae

hertipes

(J~cq

and Lucas)

(Chilton and

Bennett 1928 p. 759).
Common in muddy places from latter part of Monks Bay to
past the Heathcote and nearly to the Avon Bridges.
5-~

Range from

hours exposure down.
Family_ .•~raRsidae
22.

Hemigr;apsus se.ocdel'ltatus (Miln.e-Edwards) (Chilton and

Bennett 1928 p. 764).
Common at Shag Rock and outside.
Estuary.

AvCh1ds muddy places.

in sheltered places..
23.

Not common inside the

Range up to 7 hours exposure

usually up to 41 hours exposure.

Hemigrapsus crenulatus OMilne - Edwards) (Chilton and

Bennetts 1928 p. 766).
Common from rock pools on the open coast to far up

68 ..

the Avon and Heathcote.

Range from below low water to 8

hours exposure, under stones.
24.

Cyclog-i"apsus la'V'auKi Milne-Edwards..

(Chilton and

Bennett 1928 p. 770).
Common under stones at Shag Rock.

Occasionally associated

with Helice crassa in the Estuary and forming a colony in a
gravelly place near the Heathcote Bridge.
25.

Helice crassa Dana.

(Chilton and Bennett 1928 p ..

772 ) ..

Corrunon ins ide the Estuary from Monks Bay to far past the
Avon and Heathcote Bridge.
the open flat.

Range from 8 - 6 hours exposure on

Range up to 10 hours exposure in sal'tlmarshes ..
J

Family Pinnotheridae
26.

Pinnotheris pis:1.l:ml Linnaeus.

(Chilton and Bennett

1928 p. 775).

Occurs in many large mussels (M. edulis, M.. can?\lliculus))

..
Hymenicus varius. Dana.

and apparently the same species found in the cockle and pipi •
27.

(Miers 1876 p .. 50)

Occurs in the dark brovm weed

in po ols and

0

n the

flat between 5 and 7 hours exposure.
-I-

28.

Hymenicus

pubescens

On. mud just inside Shag Rock.

Dana.

(Miers 1876 p. 51).

Range up to 4 hours exposure ..

+ This verydj.fficult, group has never been properly revised, and I

am by no means satisfied with my identification.

Some of my

specimens are at present with Bennett (Australia) who is revising
the group ..

69.

JLc:mily ,__
29.

.~_J:9:&11:.tda~

Eupagurus novae-zea;amdoae IDana) (Thomson 1898 p. 173)

Common in rock pools and in sheltered places ag Shag Rock ..
Less cormnonly inside the Estuary up to Rock House Point..

In

·shel18 of Turbo srnaragdus, Monodonta aethiops, Struthioloria sp?
Euthria littorinoides, Cominella maculata.

Range about low

water.
30.

Eupagurus traversii..

Filhol.

(Thomson 1898 p. 179).

Two specimens taken in rock pools at Shag Rock in shells of
Monodonta aethiops.
_l!'ami1x..J~_or£Elll~@..gJ.9-e .

31.

Petrolisthes elongatus (Milne-Edwards) Thomson 1898

p. 189)
Quite the conrrnonest decapod crustacean at Shag Rock.

Under

stones and in sheltered places from low water to 6 hours exposure.

Occurs plentifully inside the Estuary in stony places

up as far as Rock House Point, and

11101'e

sparingly on to Mount

Pleasant.
MACRURA

"'--.-~---",.,...,.

[§l]lily
32.

Betaeus aequimanus Dana (Miers 1876 p. 83)

At Shag Rock in weed.
very damp places.

Range about low water except in
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Palaemonidae

Fa~ily

33.

Palaemon affinis.

A Milne-Edwards.

(Miers 1876 p ..

85.)

Common from Shag Rock to Heathcote Bridge in pools and
open water.

Always submerged.
,8MPHITiPODA
FamilY",.Qrchest!~

34.

Orchestia chiliensis Milne-Edwards.

(Thomson 1898

p. 199) ..
Quite the commonest Esturine

~mphipod.

In rush bases,

debris under stones, in clay banks, from Rock House Point to well
past the Avon and Heathcote Bridges.

Range from 5 to over 10

hours exposure.
35.

malorchestia

telluris (Spence Bate)

(Chilton 1916

p. 299)

One specimen from near Pleasant Point, at about 8 hours
exposure.
Fami1x
36.

Ca11iQQ~idae

Poracalliope fluriatilis (Thomson)

(Chilton 1921 p.

529) ..
Common in muddy pools

0

n the weed, and taken in the 't-ow net

from lower part of the Estuary.

~~u~

saat to almost completely fresh water.

from almost completely
Range totally immersed.

Famil~G~naridae

37.

Melita inequistylis (Dana).

(Chilton 1921 p. 535)

Under stones in muddy places in the upper part of the

71.

Estuary, above Rock House Point.

Range from 5 - 8 hours expos-

ure, but never in dry places.
In addition there are at least two species at Shag Rock
which I have not identified.

ISQPODA
,Eamily:
38..

Cymoth o.i9-ae

Livonica raynaudii Milne Edwards (Thomson 1921 p. 114)

Found in the gills of. the sand flounder (Rhombosolea
plebe1ia) From March to May.
39.

Nerocila macleayii Leach.

(Chilton 1891 p. 68)

Found clinging to the fins of the following fish.

Red

Cod (Physiculus bachus) Sand Flounder (Rhombosolea phebeia)
Yellow Belly (Rhombosolea leporina).
E§illi1y:
40.

,Jphaeromidae

Sphaeroma quoyana Milne-Edwards (Chilton 1919 p .. 11) ..

Found boring in sandy clayey rocks, in pieces of wood etc .. ,
from Shag Rock to past Rock House Point.

Range about and belmN

low water but upto 3 hours exposure in one case.
41.

Isocladus spiniger Dana (Miers 1876 p. 113)

Under rocks at Shag Rock.
~i1y

An individual of this

Range low water to 3 hours exposure.
""fII'

Idoteidae

.......

_

f~lily

was taken in the tow net in

the lower part of the Estuary.
E-~ily

42.

__~t.iQ.a~_

Ligia-novae-zealandiae Danae (Chilton 1901 p. 107)

CommJim in an isolated patch near Heathcote Bridge.

Under

and on stones and decayed wood.

Range 6 - 10 hours exposure.

OSTRACODA
Members of this group occur freely on the mud f'rom Shag
l10gtkt to Heathcote Bridgeo

COPEPODA
,..
Occur freely, both in the water and on the mud throughout
the whole length of the Estuary.

Apparently several different

forms.

Family ..

lJepadidae

Lepas australis Darwin
On drift

ke~p

(Filhol 1874 p. 485).

etc, coming in from outside.
Balanidae
-.1 • •

Family
,

43 00

..

~

t

",:;;'loa"

~

.

.

.

.

ElminillS modestus Darwin.

.

(Filhol 1874 p. 489)

Common on rocks and any solid place throughout the Es'tuary
from 6 - 9
440

~ours

exposure.

Elminius plicatus Gaimard

(Filhol 1874. p. 489)

Common on rocks in exposed places at Shag Rock, but extends
very little inside the Estuary.
4500

Range 5 - 8 hours exposure.

Tetraclita purpurescens Wood ------ (II'ilhol 1874 p.

488) .

In one small group in a sheltered place on rocks just inoide
Shag Rocl<e
Balamus decorus Darwin

(Jlilhol 1874 p. 486).

In bases of drift kelp.
Chamaesipho columna Spengler.

(Filhol 1874 p .. 489)

On cockles (Chione) and pipi (Amphides1n.'a)

near Rock

House Point.
MOILUSCA

Class
Family
46.

Ampl)jpeura
. _.

M.opa.liida~

(Suter 1913 p. 19)

PIBxiphora caelata Reeve.

Under stones at and below I ilJ~n6[,c:wqter.From Shag Point to Rock
House Point.
Acanthochitidae
n
•

Famjl~

47.

111

Acanthochites porosus Burrow.

(Suter 1913 p. 27)

One specimen taken tmder stones below low water near Shag
Rock.
Family

48.

Chiton pellisserpentis Quoy

and

Gaim~Y'd.

(Suter

1913 p. 33).
Abundant on stones from outside the Estuary to Rock House
Point, and occasionally near the Heathcote Bridge.

Range from

low water to 4 hours exposure.

49.

Chiton quoy!

Deshayes.

Very abundant over same. area as

(Suter 1913 P. 34).
C.pellif1sepp:elhtru~, but

Range from below low "'later to 4 hours

always under stones.
exposure.

50.

Class

gas~~ppi~l~

Family:

Acn~~.§.

Acmea fragilis Chemnitz.

(Suter 1913 p .. 68)

One specimen under stone j" ust inside Shag RocJ.:::.

74.

Acmea pileopsis Q.

and G.

(Suter 1913 p. 71)

Occasionally on rocks inside Shag Rock.
Acmea stella Lesson

(Suter 1913 p. 73)

One specimen on rock inside Shag Rock.
Aomea parviconoidea Suter

(Suter 1913 p. 69)

Common on rocks at Shag Rock.
51.

Acmea helmsi E.A. Smith

(Suter 1913 p. 69)

Common on shells of Monodonta corrosa, Amphibola crenata, and
Bny solid material in the muddy Parts of the Estuary.
Fami1:l.• patellidae
52.

Helcioniscus radians Gmelin

-(Suter 1913 p. 81)

Common at Shag Rock and a Ij.ttle inside.

Range 2 - 7 hours

exposure.
53.

Helcioniscus ornatus Dill'NYD.

(Suter 1913 p, 80)

Distribution as for H. radians.
E.§!nily Fi,ssur.£).lidae
54.

Scutus runbigus Chemnitz.

(Suter 1913 p. 103)

On rocks below low \vater mark, only small ones seen.

In as

far as Monks Bay"
Eamily
55.

illrochidae

Monodonta coracina TroscheL.

(Suter 1913 p. 114)

On rocks at Shag Rock.
56.

Monodontanigerrima Grnelin.

(Suter 1913 p. 114)

One dead specimen Shag Rock.
57.

Monodonta aethiops Gmelin.

(Suter 1913 p. 116)

58.

Monodonta atrovire-1s
Ph'l'
.
i
1 lppl.

(Suter 1913. p. 117)

75.
59.

Monodonta corrosa A. Adams.

(Suter 1913 p. 117.

Very plentiful on muddy and rocky parts of the Estuary
from Monks Bay to past the Heathcote Bridge.

Range 3-?a to 8

hours exposure.
60.

Monodonta lugubris Gmelin.

(Suter 1913 p. 119)

Shag Rock and just inside, always under stones.

Range

Cantharidus tenebrosus Hutt.oni E.A. Smith. ( Suter 1913 p.
129)

In seattered pat(J!'hes Olver the Estuary.
in

Zost~abeds.

Most plentiful

Range low water to 4 hours exposure.
E.E\rllily Turbin,ida§.

61.

Turbo

sm~ragdus

Martyn.

(Suter 1913 p. 162)

Shag Rock and a little inside.

Range from 4 hours

expo sure down.
FBIrlily
62.

Litorina cincta.

Litorinidae
t

Q,

. . . . :!"

and

G,

(Suter 1913

p. 187)

Shag Rock and Brighton piles.

Range 7 to 10 hours

exposure, sometimes dovm to 4 hours exposure"
63.

Litorina mauritiana Lamarck

Shag Rock to Monks Bay on stones"

(Suter 1913 p. 188)
Bri,ghton Piles"

Range 8 to full exposure.
~amily Riselll§~~

Risellopsis varia Hutton.
High water on Brighton Piles.

(Suter 1913

p.

191)

76 ..
Family
64.

Hydrobiid~,

Potamopy.gggs./; sntipodum Gray.

(Suter 1913 p. 231)

Upper part of the Estuary in distinctly br'ackish water,
from Motmt Pleasant, some distance up the Heathcote River..
open mud, in base'sof ,rushes, in vegetation.

On

Range almost the

same as O.chiliensis.
Family Cerij.,hji.9-.fle.
(Suter 1913 po 239)

Cerithidea sUbcarinata Sowerby.

In large numbers on small cl.umps of the green weed.

On

mud in the lower part of the Estuary, especially behind the small
tramway embankment.
Family Buccinidae
a

65.

t

~

:

,~~

Cominel1a macu10sa Martyn.

(Suter 1913 p. 387)

Common in rock pools at Shag Rock.
Cominella. lurida Philippi.

(Suter 1913 p. 384)

Common allover the muddy part of the Estuary, from Monks
Bay to past the Heathcote Bridge.

Range from 8 hours exposure

down.
Family
67.

Chrysodom~da§

Euthria Ii ttorinoides

Re~'ve.

(Suter 1913 p. 376)

Common under, stones from inside Shag Rock to Monks :say.
Range.

Low Water.
Fa1n,ily

68..

Thaisidae
.--....

. . ." .

'IIi

Thais ocobina albomarginata Deshayes.

(Suter 1913

p. 427).

From Shag Rocle to Rock House Point ..
4 to 10 hour"s exposure ..

CorMnon on rocks from

sometimes in clusters under rocks

77.
lower down.
Family
69.

~phib91idae.

Amphibo1a crenataMartyn.

(Suter 1913 p. 597)

Common on !!l!:M! from outside Shag Rock to past the Heathcote
Bridge.

Range on mud from 5 to 8 hours exposure.

In salt reed

swamps from 7 to 10 hours exposure.
Family Siphonariidae
70.

Siphonaria ab1iquata Sower1:.l.y

Shag Rock.
71.

(Suter 1913 p. 599)

Range low water to 6 hours exposure.

SiphonarJ.aZ:ea1andica Q.

and

G.

(Suter 1913

page 600) ..
Shag RoCk to Rock House Point.

Range low water to 4

hours exposure.
Family Oncpidi1idae,.
Onchidella m.igricans Q and G.
Ins ide Shag Roc 1<. to Monks Bay.

(Suter 1913 p. 811)
On mud and in sheltered

places from low "vater to 4 hours exposure.
LAlVIELLI BRANCHIA

Family Mytilidae
72.

Myti1us edulis Linn~.

Common at Shag Rock and

~n

(Suter 1913 p. 862)
to Monks Bay.

Range 2 hours

exposure dovm.
73.

Mytilus canaliculus Martyn.

(Suter 1913 p. 864)

Common (Mij)r same l-ocality and range as M. edulis.
74.

Myti1us magellanicus lamarck.

(Suter 1913 p. 865)

Conunon in large banks on the rocks at Shag Rock.

Occasion-

78.
ally fnside the Estuary.

Range from 2 hours exposure dovm

to low water.
75.

Modiolus aten Zelebor.

(Suter 1913 p. 866)

Common from Shag Hock to Heathcote Bridge on Piles and
rocks.
76.

Range 5 to 7 hours exposure.
Modiolus impacta Hermann.

Just inside Shag Rock..
byssus threads.
- 77.

(Suter 1913 p. 869)

Several sbells in a nest of

At low water under stones.

Modiolus 'barbata Reeve

(Suter 1913 p. 868)

In mass of .fibres in mouth 011: empty shell just inside
Shag Rock, at low water.
FamilX
78.

Tellinidae

Tellina deltoidalis Lamarch

(Suter 1913 p. 948)

In the Estuary confined to the area between Rock House
Point, Pleasant Point and just past Mount Pleasant ..
from

5'~'

Range

hours exposure to below mow water.

Tellina Spenceri Suter

(Suter 1913 p .. 953)

2 Specimens apparently referable to this species from
Rock House Point.
Family

MeBodesma~dae

Mesodesma Bubtriangulatum Gray
Found at Mount pleasant and Monks Bay.

(Suter 1913 P6 957)
. Almost certainly

introduced by fishing parties.
79.

Mesodesma<i1.ustrale Gmelin.

(Suter 1913 p. 960)

Common inside the Estuary in sandy banks from just inside

79.
Shag Rock, to just past Rock House Point.

Range f'rom 3 hours

exposure down.
. Family Mactridae
80.

Mactra ovataGray.

(Suter 1913 p .. 966)

Live shells taken in ones and twos over the upper half of
the Estuary, from 7 to 1 hour exposure.
Large

lJtEa1iltSlL;

All these small forms.

of dead shells appear in various places.
Famil~yeneridg£

'Cl'n'<lbne Stutchburyi Gray ..

(Suter 1913 p. 987)

Common in muddy to sandy places from outsj.de Shag Hock
to past the Heathcote Bridge.

Range 5 hours exposl,;Jifu to

below low water.
Family Pholadidae
81.

Barnea similis Gray..

(Suter 1913 p. 1017)

From Shag Rock to Monks Bay, burrowing in soft rock. at
low water.
PISCES
Order
lVIustelus

ant~rcticus

Selfichii
Gunther.

HOLOCEPHALI
~ily

Callorhynchus milii

Ch~aerida~

Bory"

(Whillips 1927 p.. 11)

Comes into lower part of Estuary with the tide.
'rELEosrrO~I

Family

80 ..

Galaxias a·ttenuatus (Jenyns)

(Phillips 1927 p. 13)

At one time this fish was corrunon and bred in the .Estuary.
Now only scattered individuals are taken.
Family Angui11idae
Anguilla australis Richardson (Phillips 1927 p .. 17)
Common under stones and rocks in muddy places.
f.am i ly

Syng11 a t

h ida!3.

Syngnathus blainvillianus Eydoux and Gervais (Phillips
1927 p. 20).
In Zostera beds.
Hippocampus abdominal is Lesson.

(Phillips 1927 p. 20)

Taken accasionally in lower part of the Estuary.
E9ll!.ily

Gadi~

Physiculus bachus (Red Cod) (Block and SChn) (Phillips
1927 p. 23).
Common in lower part of the Estuary.
Eamily

Pleuronecti~

Rhombosolea plebeia (Richardson)

(Phillips 1927 p. 28)

In Estuary from March to May as far up as Mount Pleasant.
Rhombosolea leporina Gunther.
Common all over

l~stuary

Famjly

(Phillips 1927 p. 28)

all the year round.
Mugilidae

Agnostomus forsteri (Cuv. and Val) (Phillips 1927 p. 30)
Cornmon throughout Estuary at high water.

81.

Family Scaridae
Pseudolabrus celiodotus (Forster) (Phillips 1927 p. 41)
-

Common from Shag Rock to Rock House Point.
Fami1l Blenniidae
Tripterygium varium (Forster).

(Rhillips 1927 p. 50)

Near Heathcote Bridge.

lamily
Sterna striata striata Gme1in.

(Matthews and Iredale 1913

p. 244.)

Common in the Estuary.
Bruchigavia m.elanorpyncha Buller (Matthews & Iredale:,' 1913
p. 247)

With the next species, quite the commonest birds in the
Estuary.
Larus dominicanus antipodu's (Bruch) (Matthews & Iredale
1913 p. 248)

With the previous species quite the comrnonest birds in the
Estuary.
-family Charadriidae
Cirrepidesmus bicinctus (Jardine & Selby) (Matthews and
Iredale 1913 p. 252).

The

Banded Dotterel.

Common on mud flats as the tide goes out.
family Carbonidae
Phalacrocorax carbo steadi (M & I.) (Matthews & Iredale
1913 p. 411).

82.

aack Shag.

Coramon allover the Estuary

Stictocarbo punctatus (Sparrman)

(Matthews & Ireda1e

1913 p. 414).
Spotted Shag.

Common allover the Estuary.

Family

Alcedinida~

Sauropatis sanctus forsteri (M & iD.)

(Matthews & Iredale

1913 p. 429).
Common in and about the

(b)

Estuary.

Communities of the Estuary.
These conunUl1i ties may be divided into two groups, tho se in

areas,:: supporting plant growth and showing ,three. strata of life,
and those in areas not supporting plant

grov~h

and showing two

strata of life.

{'ab) 'Region of ,growth supporting vegeta.ble growtho
(1)

Zostera sub association.

Zostera grows but sparnely in the Estuary though I cannot
see any reason for this.
ature factor for Zostera

It cannot be a climatic or a temper[;-TOWS

as well in Parenga harbour, near

North Cape as in Stewart Islancl in the far south.

Nor would

it seem to be soil as Zostera gpows 8:S well in mud sand as in
pure mud.

In the Estuary it does grow in sandy places but only

in stunted scattered g.1'OUps.

In small localities however in. tlJru.e

mud nLutt reaches a fair state of development.

8al

zostera is noteworthy in that it is one of the new marine
flowering plants.

It however flowers but rarely.

Thus

HedlltY (1915) says that he has never found Zostera in flower in
twenty five years and I can trace no record of its flowering in
The significance of this fact is of Botanical

New Zealand.

ra"t.her than Zoological interest.
The rhizomes of Zostera are matted together to form a
dense tangle of threads, which serve to hold the substrate together.

But the chief feature of Zostera

like leaves.

j.6

its narrow ribbon-

These are strong and tough with long fibres.

This, combined with their long slender pliant nature makes them
well fitted to withstand the constant ebb and flow of the tide.
According to Osterfield (1908) the leaves contain air which
causes them to stand up in the water.
When Zostera occurs in any quantity it for'ms such a dense
growth that it would smother any intruder.

Consequently it

occurs as an almost pure association.
The association may be divided into three strata and one
small group as:a.

c.

a..

Sub surface layer.
Burrowing pelecypod($: and WOrTflS ..
Surface layer.
Gastropods and a few crabs.
Green Vegetative Part of the ZosteI'a.
Herbivorous gastropods.
Pools in the Zostera bed.
Spider crabs, shrimps etc.

Burrov~:i.ng

,F",§.lec;;m,ods

an.(~

worms.

This stratum does noL differ greatly from the other pelecy-

84.<:X.--

pods of the Estuary, except that Ei.emiplax hertipes is practically
absent.

It consists of the cockle (Chione) occasional Tellina
)

deltoidalis, the wonns Scoloplos cylindriferand Lumbriconereis
sphaerocephala.
~.

Surface

gas~£opods.

Confined to Cominella lurida and an occasional Monodonta.
The latter are more or less rare and seem to be strays from the
/.

Trophon pleq,eus is occasionally found here as

mud flats.

Cerithidea subcarinata.

.

lS

It is worthy of note that all the sur-

face forms· have long tapering shells, well calculated to admit
of rapid movement through the Zostera.

An epizoic anemone

Bunodes anreoradiata, growing on the cockles really belongs here.
It is the same one as is found commonly on the Estuary.
c.

Veget.§htive layer.

Here on the stems occur Monodonta atrovirens (scarse and
small) Cantharidus tenebrosus huttoni.
On the shells and on the stems of the weed is the small
shell, Notoacmea helmsi o
d.

Pool~.

In the pools is found the ordinary shrimp, Palaemon f-).ffinis,
but it is usually of smaller size than that found lower down the
Estuary, and of a less transparent colour (possibly due to the
excess of sediment in the water).
also present ..

Conditions in

The crab Hymenicus varius is

theS,e'-~n.

pools must be rather

different from the ordinary Esturian life, but not to the extent

found in the mud pools, as there is always ample cover.

A

sample of water which I took from one of these pools, while
cloudy and containing much organic matter was rather poor in
animal life.
One of the outstanding features of the zostera is that it
is entirely free from Amphibola crenata.

Amphibola may and

does occur right up to it, but is practically never found inIt may be that the dense growth of the Zostera,

side this area ..

keeping light and air from the surface of the mud inhibits the
growth of the distance on which the Amphibola apparently feeds.
Or it may be tha·t the dense mat of rhizomes makes it difficult
for Amphibola to pass the necef3sary mud through its

inte~stine.

So fa.r I have found no distance in mud from Zostera beds, but
they c auld easily be missed.

Another possible reason is that

its rounded flattened shell, however suitable for the

0

pen mud

flats is extremely ill suited for movement among the matted
strands of the Zostera.

This is emphasised by comparison with

the tlstream 1 ine" shells of Cominella lurida, Cerj.thidia subcarinata, and Trophon plebieus.
The zostera in the Heathcote Estuary 'when compared with
similar areas elsewhere, shows the following diff(-3rences:a.
b.
c.
d..
The crab

Small extent.
Does not extend below low water mark.
Poverty of association.
Scarcity of burrowing crabs.,
erograpsus crenulatus, does not seem to live

here, but rather comes here for shelter or fo'lr breeding purposes,

85.

Thus, in April I fo,und large mature individuals of both sexes.
In June I failed to find mature individuals, but found very small
p.alf developed crabs which I think are young Heterog.l:'apsus
crenulatus.
(ii)

Salt r:eeC\Sw8J11J2 Sub-associai::ion.

The Heathcote Estuary on the landward side passes back into
a tangle of salt reeds of the species,Leptocarpus simplex and
Juncus maritimus.

Warming

(

Iq ,q.

) states that salt

marshes "are not only floristically but also anatomically and
morphologic:ally so peculiar that tbey differ widely from fr.esh
water swamps,,"

It might be expected that the fauna would be

equally distinct.
It is noteworthy that in this area, Leptocarpus simplex
which occurs IO\f'Jest dovm in the zone and would be most exposed to
the movement of the water, has much more pliant stalks than the
other form.

It occurs allover the area from Pleasant Point to

the Avon Bridge.
In most places the edge of the Estuary is a steep bank rising above':ttide, which is quit e riddled with the burrows of Helice
crasna.

From the bank back the area is comparatively flat ..

For the most part it is thickly covered with reects, with every
here and there an open space.

'rhese open spaces are inhabited

by Amphibola crenata while the whole area is more or less burrowed
by Helice crassa.

It seems worthy of note that while Amphibola

j.s here much smaller than the average adult"

Helice crassa .Elhows

/

no diminution in size, but rather seems to increase in size in the

burrows far up in the swamp.

Possibly the area affords a good

protection from birds, or perhaps the food supply here is good.
Heterograpsus crenulatus can be found here in channels between the rushes and under the rushes themselves.

It is usually

below the average size and pale with green markings.

It possibly

lives on the small shell fish, Potamopyrgus antipodum which is
so common here.

The base:s of the rushes collect a variety of

debris and small growth which harbour several amphipods.

One of

these seems to agree with Orchestia chiliensis and is almost
identtcal with specimens ident,j.fied by Dr.

Chilton as such.

The small shell, PotamopYl-'guS antipodum occm."'s thickly in
among the bases of the rushes and a number of wonns qhief of
which are Scoloplos cylindrifer and Lumbriconereis spaerocephala
are also found.
To sum uPlthe Salt reed sub-association has three 'Ihabitatslll.
a. The sub surface habitat
Worms and crabs part of the time.
b. Surface habitat
Crabs, amphipods, Potarnoprgus antipodum.
c. Vegetative habitat
Green st~ns of reeds, various flies, spiders
etc.
A rather interesting point is that the Inanga,Galaxias attenuatus
is supposed to deposit its eggs on the rushes.

'1'he Maoris have

a legend that, if after the Inanga have gone up the swamp, the
next tide does not reach to the same level, the whitebait will
be poor next season.

As this fish (Galaxias attenuatus) is

practic'ally fished out in the Estuary, the fact that I have found
no eggs c'loes not affect the matter in ej.ther direction.

87 ..

This dommunity is practically constant throughout New Zealand.
In the far north a little Mangrove is usually present, but this
does not seem to affect the association materially.

[ have no

information of similar communities elsewhere.
(iii)

Green Weed (Syphonocladialis) Sub association.

In very local
(S~~ladophera).

SPODS

in the Estuary is found this green weed

This grows in thick mats on the mud.

Below the

mud is the usual grouping of Chione and W.orms and in addition a
But in the weed itself is found a turret

few Helice crassa.

shaped gasteropod, Cerithidea subcarinata.

The long tapering

shell of this animal is admirably sui ted for moving rapidly about
in the tangled mass, and the zostera is the
i.t regularly occurs.

0

nl-y other place where

Whether it feeds on the weed at all I cannol)

say but this is unlikely as it has the groved lip to the shell
which seems to be associated with carnivoI"ous forms and it can be
"caught" with a piece of old fish head.
(iv.)

The Mud Pool Cornmul1.ity.

In small pools at the base of the banks in Estuary and on
the mud in the upper flats, is the black weed Scythothamnus
Australis.
It is not very plentiful, but grows on stones, shells and
pieces of Vlood.

At first sight the pools seem absolutely dev'oid

of i nbabj.tants, but on careful examination they are found to contain a characteristic and sharply defined group.

The v/eed i t-

self is the dominant form and at the bottom are Chione
stutchburyi and Potamopyrgus antipodum, though the latter occur

88"

only where the pool is near the banks, apparently having strayed
from there.
The weed shelters a small amphipod, Paracalliope fluviatil:lS.i
which clings among its stems.

This tiny organism is mottled so

that when it is at res"\:. either on the grey sand or on the black
weed it is very difficult to see.

It would scarcely be noticed

if it were not for its rapid movement in the water.

Its whole

body. is well fitted for swimming and clinging to the we
Gliding about the bottom of the pools are flounders

"'H'1TII

•
about

one inch long which I have identified as Rhombosolea leporina.
They too show wonderful colorative agreement with their surroundThis probably assists them in the capture of the

lngs.

11

pr9-Y
I

as well as protecting them from their enemies ..
at this stage
fluviati

~hey

It seems that

live on the small crustacea, Paracaliope

s as the following stomach content, typical of several

dozen examined, would seem to show.

7 limbs or portions of limbs, almost certainly
from Paracaliope fluviatilis ..
3 large portions of the above crustacean"
8 sma,ll transparent valves of a shell which
agree in most particulars with a very minute
Chione.
1 portion of a worm ..
2 pieces of substance from the black weed.
'rhe animal was .9 inches

length ..

It would seem that

this filounder spavms in the Estuary or else the young individuals
retreat there at an early

, for they are quit. e plentiful

there, though their habit of partly covering themselves with
sand or mud)and their dull colour renders them inconspicuous.
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Another rather peculiar member of this community is the crab o
Hymenicus varius.

It clj.ngs to the black v'leed and

.J...

). vS

stick...

like legs are so like pieces of the weed that it is ttarely fo·und
unless specially looked for in its knovm haunts.

A little

f'ormalin, however, quickly .brings it out.
In the slightly deeper pools the shrimp, Palaemon aff'inis
occurs but the specimens are always small.
This pool life is a highly specialised one for th'e following reasons.
L.

The temperature shows greater variation theJl in the

outside water as the following temperature readings show.

}i;stuary

~

3.2

18 .. 1

17

5.3

15.4
15.0

14.0

4.4

The salinity changes

14.1

show. . .

atly)at high water

ing the salinity of the surrounding water but at low tide,
especialJ_y on a hot windy day, riSing considerably, due to evaporation as is seen by the following figures:Air temperature 16 .. 9 0 C.
Chloride content 17.1 units.
3.

Lack of protection.

Hot Sun.

Pool exposed 7 hours.

Chloride content at
vilhen the tide is

H.W~

:tH;rt1~

15 .. 2

allli. 1]he

inhabitants of these areas are left open to the attacks of pre ...
datory animals.

In this co nnection it is worth emphasising

the protective colouration and habits of the organisms.
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(v)

ELack Weed (Scythothamnus Australis) Sub assoc iation.

The black weed already mentioned as grovring on Chione is not
confined to thi'l,t shell although it is quite' often found there ..
It shelters a relatively small group of animals and contains but
Thus the

few species.

0

nly animals found there are a Polyzoon)

a stuntedSertularian, Notoacmea helmsi, an amphipod a small crab
(Hymenicus

varius~,

'ewo species of Onchidella, and occasional

specimens ofCantharidus tenebrosus huttoni.
As might be expected with a collection of animals on a
weed exposed to the sweep of the tide', considerable adaption towards retaining the hold of the plant is shown.

To this is

added a more or less perfect protective coloration and form..

To

what an extent this is so may be gathered from the fact that careful search in the field yielded
oni.

It was

0

0

nly Cantharidus tenebrosus hutt-

nly when the plants were treated with a weak

solution of formalin in the laboratory that the rest of the
population was revealed.
The crab, H.. varius, is very like II .. pubescens except that
it lacks the hairy back.

It has long "spidery" legs provided

similarly provided only in this case the flattening is lateral
instead of dorso-ventral ..

The large flat base of the Onchidella

forms1probably serve the same flIDction, and their dorsal surfaces
are protectively mottled.

Such a group would be worth consider-

ing from the point of view of Ecological equivalence ..
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(bb)

Area of Estuary without Covering of Plant Grovrth.

(1)

Mesodesma Consocias.

In the more sandy parts of the Estuary and notably on the
isolated banks in the middle of the stream, M.. austEale is very
plentiful.

The beds are open to the full flow of the tides which

brings a good food supply.

It also brings danger) for the wa'ter

becomes considerably ruffled over the beds, and exposes the shells
to the attacks of the gulls.

These seem to be fully aware of

this fact as they COTIe,Tegate in considerable numbers over these
,beds at the turn of the tide.
With regard to the action of water this animal occupies a
l,\,'I'

position mid way between that of Me subtriangulat9i and Chione and
as might be expected, the sippon,

fo~t

and shell are a compromise

between t};Iese two forms.
(' Wi th thi s animal occurs the same worm as is found

0

n the pipi

beds on the open beach, Nephthys macrura. )
It occurs up to about 7 110urs exposure while it descends
below iliow water.
dividuals

~8r

It reaches a maximum of up to 400 large in-

square metre, at almost 2 hours exposure.

,It shows

grovvth bands which, while less definite than those of M.
subtriangulatwn, are quite obvious (Plate 18) ..
(ii)

Nereis vallata consocies.

Higher up the

AVon and Heathcote Rivers, the cockle dis-

appears and its place is taken by the worm, Nereis vallata ..

This

animal is quite plentiful in this part of the Estuary and makes
semipermanent burrows from low water to 3 hours exposure.

'l'hese
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are lined with slime and bY€Dnch in a complicated manner.

'rhe

animals themselves are quite red in colour with well marked blood
vessels.

They have a density of population of about 150 per

square metre.
(iii)

Cyclograpsus community.

At the Heathcote Bridge is a small but interesting cOIIU1mnity ..
This 10ca1it.y is the remains of· an old stone embankment from which
a few odd pile stumps jut out..

It extends from:l to -;,f tide;

the

substratum is a mixture of fine mud and large qoulders with an
admixtur~

of fine· gravel.

able refuse.

~e

Every tide brings up a pile of veget-

salinity range is 4 to 14 units.

The most conspicuous member of this community rus Cyclograpsus
lavauxi

u

This crab never burrows properly in the sense in which

Helice crassa does.

If it is dropped on to very moist soil it

will shuffle its body dovvn a little with a forward and downward
motion similar to the second motion of Helice crassa, but when the
surface of the carapace reaches a revel with the mud it stops ..
In nature it is usually found under stones or against them.
The curious way in which the last pair of legs has a dorsal trend
is adapted to this habit of backing up against rocks.

In this

position the weight is carried on the second, third and fourth
pair, while the fifth pair are placed against the stone to give
a "push off" in either direci;.ion when required.
The red mottled colour of the carapace is a good match t.o the
gravel among which it is usually found.

Its clean legs and body

perhaps explain why it is not found in ''(,he mud.

It may be a
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reranant of the once much greater size of the Estuary.

It seems

certainly tobe a rock crG'lb rather than am ud one? and is quite
cornman on most rocky shores, particularly where there is a fair
amount of sma

gravel ..

The eggs of this animal are small, only 2 mm. in

diam~ter

Chilton and Bennet record this animal in copula, in November 28
1927 under a pile of stones..
made a clicking n,oise with the
As some doubt has been

The description states that they
mouth parts.
ed as to whether New Zealand

possesses two species of Cyclograpsus or

0

nly one, it may be of

interest that I have collected over fifty individuals from a very
small locality and that, though they vari@d through the complete
range of post megalopa development, I quite easily determined
them a as C.lavauxi as distinct from C.. whi teL.
Another member of this association is an emphipod, Orchest
chiliensis..

This animal is brovm in colour and is quite plenti-

ful under stones.

It apparently lives on the vegetable refuse

so plentiful here and its colour serves to protect it ..
The male of this animal seems to pass through a female stage
as shown by the shape of the Gnathopod.

A rather curious case,

perhaps a gynandromorph ,was found where the second gyta.thopod on one
side was female while that on the other s

was male ..

As well

as being able to leap, this animal can swim quite well ..
Helic e crassa is

o found here.

The Isopod, I.igia novae-zealandiae, is found here among the
rocks, scattered over the shingle, and in the rotten piles.
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too,is protectively coloured.
In the mud ,the same two worms, Scoloplos cylindrifer and

Lumbriconereis sphaerocephala are found.
(iv) Typical Area.
li'or . more intensive study an area

selected.

Mount Pleasant was
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fhys,1c§!.LCharill?ters
Thier area extends from the edge of the Estuary, across a
wide mud flat down to the "vater channel.
shingl;)r with a slope of some 120

•

'l'he first part is

This soon gives way to the

mud surface with a slope of 20 marking the region of' 9 hours
exposure.

By the time the 7 hour exposure region is reached

the slope is 50 - 58 minutes, and thif: continues, more or less
regu,larly, down to the region of 3 hours 40 minutes exposure,
where the bank drops suddenly down to the water channel at a
slope of about 10°, but flattens down at 1 hour expfusure to
about 2° and continues to flatten,

80

that the bed of the water'"

channel is almost horizontal as :!..<

At the line of separation of the two slopes, at about 4

g3

hours exposure, is a great deposit of shells in the mud, which
helps materially in keeping the rest of the flat constant in
slope.

The flat is composed of about equal parts of sand and

mud, E{nd is not very soft to walk on.

It shows the usual gTey

colour, just below the surf'ace, and in the higher levels is very
hard and "grittyll at a depth of a few inches.
The change of salinity in the water over the area is given
in the sUlIlmary graph, where minim'lun salinities are plotted
hours of exposure.

si
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Fauna
At high water is the Amphipod, Orchestia chilj,ensis, living
on the drift and refuse/collecting among and on the stones ..
Below and reaching a maximum at about
the worm, Spio (n. sp.)
300 per square metre.

9~ hot~s

exposure, is

This worm reaches a density of about
It lives in semipermanent burrows, which,

while running largely separately) anastomose in places.

The

burrows themselves are lined with a rust coloured material which
seems to hold the walls in place.
about 2 - 3 feet deep.

This animal makes burrow's

It avoids the softer

in the solid, blue compressed sand ..

and is thickest

mu~

It migrates downwards as

the tide retreats and rises as the tide comes in.

Th'Q.s in a

square foot dug to a depth of one foot at various stages of the
tide the following results were obtained:,

State of Tide

Nurnber of
worms found

Right
Out

Right
in

Coming in but not
quit.e up to area ..

6

23

11

--

I

It was necessary to dig rapidly as the animals are very
sensitive to vibration and will go !fto earthll at the least
dis turbance .of tpe substraturl1.

Thi~

worm is very similar in

habits to Scolecolepides benbami except that the latter does not
seem to be confined to such solid areas.
down to about 6 hours exposure.

These worms extend

In the Estuary they Se&11 to
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occur wherever the conditions are muddy and there is a stiffening of sand ..
As the tide goes out the Banded Dotterels ( Arrepidesmus
bicinctus)

can often be seen in flocks of ten or twelve slowly

maldng their way over the mud flats just as it is exposed..
peck down at intervals and very likely seize these vmrms.

They
This

would account for the sensitiveness of the latter to any disturbance at the surface.
The holes of some of the worms are shown in Plate 20.
At about 8 hour exposure, a crab, Helice crassa.,becomes
quite common, and extends do\"m to about 5 hours exposure.

It

occurs allover the Estuary in places INhere the substratum is
reasonably solid and not too sandy , within this range,
(Plate 21 and

), but its greatest work is seen in the banks

which line the Estuary, and in the salt reed swamps beyond.

'1'h'e

latter belongs to a different association but the former may be
considered here.
At low tide these sandy clay banks appear riddled with holes
(Plate 24.)

In places the honeycombing is so complete that the

bank has fallen away, while in one plaace a stone wall has been
built out to protect it from the vavages of this animal.

But in

spite of the glarillg evidence of their handiwork there is scarce+y
a crab to be seen; in fact, unless one approaches very carefully
he will find the bank bare..

Even when a piece of bank d,s torn

do1.'VTI few will be found, though the banI} is riddled from top to
bottom.
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The animal appears to retire to the lower levels as the
water flows out.

Many of the bu1:lr,oVls intercommunicate so that

when onelule is being explored the occupant moves on but does not
fly out into the a pen except as a last resort.
The actual burrows themselves contain an assortment of
rubbish, straws and even feathers.

Much of this rubbish is

undoubtedly carried in by the tide, but I have seen: crabs in the
act of. carrying straws into the warrens.

Qui te

0

ften the

deepest part of the warren slopes dO\ID, so holding from half to
two and a half inches of water, at low tide.

Another peculiar

thing about these warrens is that at the end of a large h ole :in
which is a, mange lfieihale, there is somet:i.mes a small hole in which
is a small male.

This I have found sixteen times so that it

would seem to be more than mere coincidence.

It probably has

something to do with the breeding habits.
The scarcity of these crabs about the warrens suggested
that they were nocturnal in habit.

To test this a number of

observations were carried but in the field and in the laboratory.
In the.

former case it was found that after a long

watch~

in

some cases about two hours ,but usually about fifteen minutes,
some crabs appeared,very stealthily.

Particularly was this so

when the weather was warm and sunny.

Their mode of coming out.

seemed rather peculiar.

First one or two small animals would

creep out in little bursts of speed, with pauses between.

f,tuite

a time after, one or two mature individuals appeared halL.f out of
the burrows and remained there, motionless..

Then they would
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disappear into the burrows only to reappear to be followed by
several others.

It would seem that the

0

IdeI' ones have "learned

by experience" or verhaps that the more cautious ,ones have survived.

It would seem, then that crabs come out of these warrens

during the day, but are exceedingly timid and have fair po'wers
of vision ..
For dloser observation some were kept in a glass tressel,
half filled with salt water which was changed fairly often.

It

was found best to keep the water in a separate vessel sunk into
the mud, and to saturate the mud with salt water.
For the first day they refused to burrow at all.
morning they had made a fair beginning.

Next

The two most like ly

explanations were that:They only work at night, or
They only work when there is no movement around them ..
After several hours watching they had made only small shallow
burrows., just to a level with the top of the carapace.

By

pulling down the blind the room was made dark and in a few
,I

,

minutes the whole family/were moving slowly about, and were soon
a t work hollowing out their pits.

By means of an electric torch

I was able to watch most of the processes by which the pits are
dug.

The procedure varies considerably according to the hard-

ness of the ground, the depth to which the pi t has sunk and
several other factors.
To begin with the last two joints of the third, foul"th and
fifth walking legs are thrust into the mud and held rigidly
THE lIBRAi\ i
UNIVr:~SITY OF CAN II i',LUi\l
CHfHSTCHURc/,r, H'/
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there for a few moments.

TheV by a combined shoving of the

first and second legs of one side and a pulling of the legs on
the opposite side the crab pulls mvay a piece of mud.
cess js repeated two or three times.

Th±s pro-

Next the animal sinks

down in the depression it has made, and pushes against the anterior side of this depression with the outer side of the hand.
It then pulls itself forward, depresses the posterior part of
the carapace, and pushes back.

By pepetition of this process,

the crab sinks in the mud till it is just visible.

Then it

repeats the first' motion with the third fourth and fifth pairs.
of legs.

Now the crab ooncentrates on work on either the right

or left side, and as soon as it begins to get below'the surface
it uses a slow, paring motion with the loweI' hand.

It must be

realised, that all these motions are extremely slow.

The rapid

scuttle foJ.'" safety is one of the few times when this animal moves
quickly..

The flat broad palm is an excellent grubber.

For a

time the pieces of mud so loosened, are removed in much the same
manner as that described for step one;

but once the holes be-

come deeper it is necessary to push it up ahead.

This is done

by the uppermost hand assisted by the second and sometimes by
the third pair of lega.

Each little piece of mud is laboriously

pushed up the tube and rolled clear of the mouth.

Just to see

what the animal 'would do, the observation tank was tilted so
that each piece as it was pushed out rolled back again.
happened four times, (about fifty minutes).
ly set about pushing back its ffiOlmd of earth.

'l'his

Then it deliberateIf a small stone
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be rolled into the burrow it will be repeatedly removed.
water is added, the process is accelerated.

If

Now themud is

brought up adhering to the first leg by which it was excavated;
and it is scraped off at the surface by the other limbs.
Most of the burrows have a narrow neck about half an inch
from the surface after which they widen:'out.

The mouth of a

burrow is shown in Plate 21.
It is not knovm whether each crab has its own burrow.
inclined to think not.

I am

By marking crabs I found:-

(1) When alarmed they fled to the nearest burrow, regardless of whose tt was, and sometimes tried to force their way
into a burrow which was much too small.
(2) '{/hen not alarmed they usually return to the same burrow
but often two use the sa.me·burrow.
I aJII by no means certain of the food of these animalS ..
Thus a piece of carrot put in was thOJ:'onghly attacked for a
time ..

In this case the tip of the

c:r~!lipede

vIas run over the tiJ

of the carrot and applied to the mouth at frequent :Lntervals.
When a piece of Chione stutchburyi was put in, the process was
rather different.

The soft part Vfas seized between the

hands and slowly torn into shreds..

't'-JiO

The shred was then raised

to the mouth with the left hand, and the third maxillipedes
pressed lightly against it, perhaps for taste but more likely to
brush off sand particles.
After a time the shred was pulled out of' the mouth and then
again raised, and the process repeated ..

To view the process I
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used a small mirror as otherwise it vras impossible. to see the
under side of the crab.
I have no

r~ecord

They are reported as eating flies but

of this..

So far I have been unable to identify

any of the material from the digestiVe tract, though care was
taken to see if any remnants of flies legs or wings were' present.
The material seemed to be a mixture of vegetable and animal
matter.
When watched in the field they will be seen to pick up
microscopic objects from the mud with the hand, and apply it
to the mouth.

Examination of the gut showed very numel"OUS

small rotmd bodies, perhaps unicellular algae, which were too
constantly present to be the

resul~

of chan.ce.

'I'hese animals

feed while the tide is out, and retreat to their burrows on
the return of the tide.

On a hot sunny day, if all is still,

the little specks of light, which are the shining backs of
these animals, can be seen hurrying busily about.
An

interest:i.ng adaptatj.on of the third maxillipede is

shown in thi s crab.

The terminal .j oint of this appendage is

long and has a number of extremely long hairs.

When this

crab is out of the water it will be observed to swing these
third maxillipedes back and out, tUrn the outer three ,joints
out and then reverse the whole process.

At the same tj.me the

eyes are lowered so that the terminal hairs sweep the eyes,
with a brush like motion.

These motions are not regular but

are repeated at irregular intervals.

Sometimes both sides move
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together;

quite often separately.

Very occasionally the motiol1

is carried out under water but it is then never so complete nor
is the' eye depressed to meet it.

lilly

first idea was that it was

a cleaning process, and to try this out some mud was put on the
eyes, but there was no response.
1.

2.
3.

Then I observed the same crab -

In water
very rru.. . e and incomplete response.
In damp tubes.
not very frequent motions
In hot ,dry tubes
.f11UC 11 more frequent motions.

It seems that the chief function of this motion is the moistening
of tlie eye which would become dry out of the water.

A crab

from which these terminal parts 1:Iere removed and which was kept
in a dry tube for some time appeared to have its power of sight
impaired ..
The povlJer of vision of these animals is good ..
sensitive t.o a' shadow
16 feet.

01"

They are

large object at any distance inside

But they did not show any sign of seeing a small

object, such as a pencil at a greater distance than two or three
inches ..
[ f this crab is disturbed by a large shadow ilt some distance

it will scuttle for its hole;

but if suddenly disturbed away

from its hole, by a clos4 object, it either remains rigidly still,
or crouches dovID, showing only the slaty grey back and upper
portions of the legs which match the mud perfectly.

In their

natural surroundings they move more or less together, one moment
all is still, next moment they are allan the move;

next moment
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all is still again ..

This may be quite an efficient protection,

for the simultaneous movement it.ends to c1istractthe a"ttention of
the

0

bserver from any particular individual, so allowing it to

. sinh: into stillness and the

111

exactly where it has gone.

ud without the observer being sure
That considerable protection is

needed is shown by the fact that the birds of the Estuary, both
the gulls and the kingfisher (Sauropates sanctus forsteri) prey
on it,regularly ..
The remains of this crab from a Kingfisher are shown in
Plate 23.
This crab affords rather
succession.

(1

good example of Ecologic

As it begins to mine into a bank it at first makes

it more and more suitable for its ovm use.

Soon however, the

bank begins to crwnble away and leave but the broken ends of
galleries jutting out from the beach.
is illustrated in Plates 24 and 25.
the crab ..

Such a state of affairs
It is then abandoned by

If the jagged surface is polished doviTn by the sea

and sand brought in, it will a.gain form a home for Helice, now
burrowing in the flat where once it burrowed into the bank ..
The megalopa stage of this crab is cormrron on the upper part
of the flat at the end of February and the beginning of

March~

By the end of March the small, transparent forms have largely
given place to minute pigmented crabs, each with a tiny hole of
its own.

(See Pla.te 22).

At about

hours exposure J\.mphibola crenata star·ts to
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appear, and increases rapidly so that it has reached its
maximum at

honns exposure (Plate 26).

From there on its

numbers drop rapidly, till it practically disappears at about
3~'

hours exposure ..

The rapidity with which its numbers rj.se

and fall is shovm in the following figures:-

~-~----------------

Metres dovm from
Pee.

----------------Number of L~phibo1a
per 20 square metres.

i-----------. '------------,---1
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
~n
<)<)
C_J~

o
o
o
o
o
3
14
19
16
18

22
21
23

14
47
129

222
360
368
369
447
354

C.,<.,)

(')f'".>

382

24:

326

25

295

;:6

269

27
28

213

29
30

176

203
147
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N.B.

To obtain usable readings, it was found that 20 square

metres in a line at right angles to the slope of the beach, was
the minimum.
Thus for a few square metres the results ran:Metres Across

.

1

PlacE 1

2

:>es

10

3

1

11

II

il

12

14.11

13

3

-

5

'

31

--

,-,
i

31

4

1

0

7

6

5

0

9 ilO 111112 13 14 15. 1-6 17 18 l'

8

-

712

I!

2

7 1.2 :11 12

41

3

5

4

5

3 10 13 12 : 9
,

-

36:
71 4

I

I

0

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

0

0

7

0

0

0: 0

20 .1 18 20 18 :l5 21 17 12 12 11

1':'

Q

2

1 10 16 22 32 35 26 14 17 27 23 20 22 2

0

...,

1

1

.

-

..

GO

I•

20

30 21

.,

EVen with this area, it was found necessary to correct the
figures by sampling at different timeS in the sarfle area.

The

complete set of figures for all the gastropods for each square
metre of this 20 x 200 metre patch was taken, in an effort to
correla.te the irregular distribution with some factor, but so
far these results have been unproductive.

A rather

ere sting

case is that of a sandy spot on the other side of the EstuarY1 '
There the usual pOint of maximum distribution of Amphibola is bare
of' this animal, which appears in scatt.ered groups at the bottom
of its usual range - Monodonta corrosa, in the same locality
reaches the greatest density I have yet recorded - 1668 per
square metre.
~~phibola

seems to have a large salinity

in water with a chlorine content of 10 to

, thriving

units wherever there
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flat muddy slopes above half tide, 10 Ul1its of chloI'

e

appear to be its usual lower limit.
The anatomy and general habits of this animal are quite
fully discussed by Farnie (1919).

There she records finding

only mud with diatoms in the gut, which agrees with my own
The commonest diatom was IiJrav'icula.

observation.

As diatoms

do not appear to be common in the mud, it is not surprisiv,g
that enormous quantities of mud are passed through the gut.
I have measured seven yards of mud, ejeeted during a single
tide.
The following table summarises a series of results of
experiments carried out with the idea of determining whether the
comrnon predatory animals would eat Amphibola when the shell was
broken.

In each case the PJl1phibola 1'.'as left where the animal

iould find it, and careful watch kept.
/

Wi th the crabs it was

not so difficult, as it was usually but a matter of keeping
quiet and still.

But with the birds I found it practically

useless to keep closer than about two hundred yards.

With

eauh Amphibola a pipi shell was left and by this means it could
be seen whether contamination or natural suspicion caused;
rej ection and whether the animal was rea"y to eat; for

one

were taken and the other left it seemed natural to suppose that
this showed preference for one and dislike for the other.
the same time it gave some indication of the attitude of,the
animals towards pipi food.

At
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No. of J'ixperiments.

{m ima 1

PRABS
Helice
crassa

i\.mpl1 i bo la

Taken.

26

Cyclograpsus
lavauxi

Pi pi
Re,jected. Tal;en rej.

No ..
Result.

9

2

7

8

8

1

3

2

2

4

,
12

2

5

3

4

5

HeterograpslU
14
crenulatus

3

3

4

2

8

I-Iemiplax
hertipes

BIRDS
BIack-back:ed
Gull

6

-

4

3

1

2

I31ack- bea~\.ed
Gull

7

1

3

4

-

3

Sea· Swallow

3

-

2

1

1

1

'76

7

29

19

17

31

1:Qj;el

In t.he majority of cases the number of experiments was not
enough to give more than a rough

idea.~

It will be observed that

over half of the tests (31 out of 76) returned no result.

That

is to say that, during the time of observation, the animal would
not approach the test sample.

'rhe proportion of these has no

signif'icance.
Of the 36 cases ,;vhere a result was observed, it will be
seen that. for Amphibola, 6 crabs took it. but. 20 rejected it, and
for birds the ratio is one to :five and the one case recorded as
trtaken ll

Was

merely pecked at, perhaps out of curiosity, rathcjr
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desire for food,

than

The total gives 7 taken :for 29 r'e-

jected.
With the pipi the results are quite the other way,

Here

the ratio for crabs is 11:15, while for birds it is 8:2 making
a total of 19: 17,.

When it is considered that the animals

would probably be suspicious,and whatever care is taken, the
making of observations always disturb(\?s animals,and that the
time al10'wed, although sometimes as long as two hours, was
strictly limited, the results for crabs seems to point to the
fact that the pipi

ma

more or less acceptable food to at least

Hemigrapsus crenulatus, and possibly Hemip1ax hertipes.
With the birds there is no doubt that it forms a satisfactfJJ:
ory meal ..
To sum up it might be supposed that, Amphibola crenata,
being usually enclosed in a hard thicl{ shell, does not form a
very important article of food for the ordinary predatory
anima~s

of the Estuary.

After I had come to the above conclusions, I found some
bushes, quite a distance from the Estuary, behind which were a
large number of .8:r,aphi bola shells.

The area is usually fre-

quented by the Black-backed Gull, so that it seems that sometimes, at l~ast, it does add Amphibola to its diet; but this,),
be
must/only at certain times"as all the shells were old,tholigh the
birds still frequent this locality.

Possibly they represent

a Period of food scarcity.
But while the animal is mod erately safe from the swift
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pI'e\.ying animals , it has two important enemies.

The first of

these is the scavenger of the Estuary, Cominella lurida.'

I

have found this animal crowded in large numbers over shells of
Amphibola.

The largest number that I have observed in the case

of Amphibola is 83, but the usual number is between 20 and 40.
For some time I was not sure whether Cominella attacked the' live
animals or merely feasted on the dead ones.

While the latter

does occur, I have found crowds of Cominella grouped round live
shells, apparently waiting for them to open up.

In one case I

found the long proboscis of Cominella thrust in behind the horny
operculmn of a live Amphibola.
Amphibole. apparently habbours a parasitic worm, as the
oviduct is often rec.orded as distended with eggs of a parasitic
Trematode.

Farnie states If! have found these several times, and

in some animals they are so numerous

011

the right side in the

muscular region of the body between t.he re.ctum and the genital
duct that both the rectum and the genital duct are hidden from
view. It
Amphibola, though a pulmonate, can withstand complete
submersion for a con.siderable period..

Thus Hutton states that

he kept them completely immersed for a week while Farnie states.,
"If kept in a glass of fresh water the cover of which is sealed
up, it will live for a week, if completely irm11ersed in fresh water
12.!d~_s~~~eq,

it will last for a fortnight;

immersed in sea water it wi
out water at all

last for a month;

if completely
but if left with-

does not live more than a,lday."

The time

lll~

the animal will live in a closed ve,ssel depends, as would be
expected, on the size of

th~}

vessel.

In all cases where I

have tried these experiments, the animal died-in about three
weeks.

Perhaps the disagreement. of these two results is due

to the fact that I used Estuary water v/hich would have a smaller
Oxygen content ..
'vVhere the animal lives
kept quite damp.
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the mud, even at loVl tide, it is

It is however exposed to the sun for con-

siderable periods, and might be expected to suf'fer from tts
rays.

Its grey colour which would minimise absorption, and the

thick shell are adaptions which meet these conditions .. ;'
Sometimes the animal burrties itself in the mud but for what
purpose is uncertain.
Its flat circular foot is nplcmdidly adapted to facilitate
movement over the soft mud. ,Wi th Amphibola the fsreat factor of
existence is the presence of inter-tidal mud ,free from Zostera",
Thus, though it can tolerate vast changes in the salinity, and
and'

0.:©€A~~

in large numbers over quarter of the tidal belt ,. it

is very sensitive to change in· substratum.

Attempts to intro-

duce it into rock pools and sandy beaches have proved futile ..
This stElte of affairs is to be explained in th.e light of the
remarks on its food;

but what is more difficult to explain is

its al).sarto.e.C: '; in zostera beds.

It will occur right up to the

beds and even into the outer fringe, but will go no
although t.here is apparently no change in the soil.

f'urt.hel~

An attempt
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to introduce 73 animals into the Zostera beds proved futile.
At the end of eight clays but two individuals could be found.

it

possible explanation is that the matted roots of the Zostera make
it hapof;,'3ible for the Amphibola to pass the large amounts of soil
through its body that it requires.

PerhaPS the diatoms cannot

thrive when they are covered with the thick mat of Zostera, thus
leaving the grow1d

of food for the Amphi boIs.

bal~ren

A search

for diatoms in this locality provided only negative results.

rrho

breeding habits of this animal are fully describEid by Farnie ..
Beginning at 7~t hours exposure is another surface ga,stropod,
Monodonta corrosa.

It reaches its maximum at about 4 hours

eyposure and in some localities, especially where there is more
sand, it may reach a density of population of 80 P8;J;:>:1square metre ..
It has the low spired character so well shown in Amph:i_bola and
here it may serve the same function as that in Amphj.bola, namely
that of minimising the chance of being upset by the waves and
ripples ..

~rhe

sculpture and external pigment is usually badly

corroded (Plate 27).
It is worthy of note that an rocks and othfJr pieces of
macrolithic substratum, where a firm footing can be found, the
Same species occurs, but is usually much larger and higher in tho
spire.

Two sub-species of this species occur.

M. corrosa

plumbia and M. corrosa undulata, but they cUffeI' only in minute
details and as far as I can see, have the same habits and relations ..

As Monodonta moves over the mud it leaves a track with a

centre line as

co

When observed feeding in the
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aquaritun it is seem to swing left and right and back again.

Lilm

Amphibola if feeds and moves chiefly when the tide :is up.
Another common surface gai3tropod is Comine'lla lurida ..
This animal has a range from? to 4: hours eX}-,osure ,md dii::ffers
from the proceeding two in that it is ca.rnivQrous and a scavenger ..
It has large flat foot and an exceedingly long protrusible
proboscis"

The shell is long and tapering, in striking contrast

to'lthat of Amphibola, and this fact can be correlated with the
difference in habits of the two forms.

l\mphfbola is a slow

moving animal while COl lurida is' a rapid moving gastropod and
would require to offer the minimum of resistance to the water ..
In fact the shell is st:t'eam lined.

The very broad flat foot

prevents the animal from sinking into the mud alld being smothered
or being toppled over by the ripples at high tide ..
The outer surface of the shell is usually completely
corroded, often resulting in the obliteration of the sculpture,
and pr&ducing a shell similarly coloured to that of AmphTbola,
(probably serving the same function).
is deep reddish blue, the

The inside of the shell

antle black ..
o
Cominella, has a long srrqye in its shell and it is due to
III

this that it has to keep to the damper parts of' this area during
low water.

fjomettmes it partly buries itself.

Cominella will eat any animal refuse.
fo od it is apparently cIir ect ed by smell o

In its search for
'rhus I one e saw a

nwnber of these animals heading for a dead crab, which from the
nature of the ground must have been out of Sight.

They were
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§,pproaching from different directions at distances varying from
3 to 8 inches.

It does not seem to have good powers of sight

and is not very sensitive to shadows.
On the surface gastropods there is a large nwnber of small
Acmea forms all showing gTeat Variation in colour and shape but
all belonging to the one species, Notoacmea helmsi.

The large

forms of this shell occur on rocks and it is quite possible that
dispersal over the otherwise impassable mud is secured by thus
attaching themselves to these moving gastropods.
This i::ype of habitat group is quite constant throughout NevI[
Zealand ..

In the northern districts· it is often replaced by a man-

grove growth with these forms still present under somewhat similar
conditions;

but even here there is a large amount of open mud

flats hardly distinguishable from those described, either in
species present or in habit.
Hedley (1915) reports a rather similar state of affairs from
Sydney.
On the whole this type of connnunity is more dependent on
the climate than the open sandy beach;

but within a fairly wide

climatic belt aeems to depend almost entirely on the presence
of a more or less land-locked area for its existance.
The common lug worm, Arenicola assimilis var .. affinis is
cormnon from (-) to 4 hours exposure..

It.s habits do not differ

noticeably from those described for European forms.

Animals take]

from here were uncomfortable in pure sea water but soon settled
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down.

In water from Low Tide at this point they soon died.

This may explain their vertical distribution ..
Nephthys macrura is quite common from five hours exposure
down to low wat.er while Glycera ovigera becomes corm-non at about
two hours exposure, particularly 'Vvhere ther'e is a fairly solid
bank.
At about 6 hours exposure the two bivalves, Chione
stutchbuyri and Tellina deltoidalis begin to appear ..
The distribution of Chione in the :1)idal belt is shovm in
the summary graph (Fig. 19).

It increases. right down to low

water, the apparent irregularity in the

cun'euit3~

hours exposure

being probably due to the change in slope and nature of the substratum at this point.

It does not eXGend far below low water,

but I have not eXalnined its actual distribution in this region ..
It occurs from right out on ocean beaches where (there is some
shilllter) to well past Heathcote Bridge thus having a high water
range of 19 - 11 uni ts~.) The low water range is much greater,
varying from 19 to ,,6 units.

Just to what salinity change

the animal is exposed is uncertain in high parts of the Estuary,
as here the animal always closes its shell at low water, wh:tle
those higher up in the tide may still be open, bathed in the
water of higher salinity left by the receding tide.

At Monks'

Bay, they seem to stay open as long as the water is over them.
Experimentally I found that this animal remained open in water
of a salinity of not less than 8 units.

Within this range,

considerable alteration in the general appearance e.f the shell
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Shells from the mstt~ine
mud are noticeably
i\

can be notli::ded.

corroded over the upper half (Plates 28 and 29) ..

Again the

size falls, as isshovm in the following series of observations
made in March ..

Average length over a 100
___~._~me~_

Locality

_~

Surnner

42 mm.

Just inside Shag Rock

31

It

Mount Pleasant

24

If

Heathcote Bridge

25

It

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....

A

,~~.O=

somewhat similar result j,s obtained' for the ratio.

Total Breadth of 100 Specimens ..
Total Length of 100 Specimens.

Locality

of Ratio

Sumner

.90

Just Inside Sh:'l.g Rock

.8880

Between

Rock House Point

and Mount Pleasoo1t

.8460

Mount Pleasant

.8550

Heathco~e

Bridge

.8500

The second table shows a
in the Estuary_

j

•

relat~ve

lengthening of the shell

It should be pointed out that what seems to

be true for the average is not true for the individual which
shows a wide variation for thts ratio.
Another feature of EstJrine Chione is the extreme thinness
/I

of the shell.

It can often be broken with a tap of the finger.

The large beds of old shell would seem sufficient to keep up the
supply of lime, and it is noteworthy that this thinness of ,shell
is more obvious in older spec:iJ7JlElIlS and hardly noticeable in the
smaller fornis below 20 m.m. in length.
Another feature of Esturine Chione are the burrovlS of a
small polychaete (unidentified) \llhich are very characteristic
in appearance, and occur on fully GO per cent of the larger
shells..

(Plate 28).

What I take to be growth and disturbance ,rings are shown
but not as definitely as was found by orton (1926) for C@.1"dium
edule.

Motile sperms were present in most of the larger

specimens at the end of February and the beginning of March,
but various small points make me think that the spawning season
is rather extended.

The graph of size against numbers (pig 16)

was made on 1st March 1929; but in the light of Ortonts VJork on
the way in which one year group "over rides lt the end of the
previous years gTOUp, I

~n

not prepared to give any interpretat-

ion of these figures, till I have worked out my other results ..
As regards enemies, the birds seem to find it a very
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palatdble dish.

.'Jhe crabs at tack it, vlhile with Cominella

lurida it is a favourite food.

In one case I counted 167 of

these scavengers on a single Chione.

Cercaria pectin1ltiC1.a

(Chilton 1905) is present in -the Sporocyst stage in NovembeI',.
but not more than 1 per cent of infection is present.

The

polychaete, burrowing in the shell may weaken the shell.
The birds seem to be the most powerful enemy;

but a double

commensalism affords some measure of protection.
The first of these is an epizonic anemone.

This anemone

Bunodes aureoradiata, occurs allover the. muddy parts of the
Estuary, but it r.·equires a solio. substanc e on which to fix its
collmm.

Almost every piece of wood every stone half covered.

with mud, supports a colony of these animals.

Dead shells,

rock pools, and even tins are studded with them.

They are

bro\vu grey with a row of tentacles, When the tide is out they
retract thein tentacles into their colunm, but on the return of
the tide they again show them.

An interesting light is throvm on the life factors of the
anemone by a person who for many years lived in the neighbourhood,
In

talJ~ing

of Monks

Bay he said.

"This beach us ed to be sandy

and free from anemones, but as the mud came the anemones began
to appear."
But the complications of the life of this anemone are not
completed with its attachment to the Chione.

In the tissues of

this animal are symbiotic algae (Stuckey 1908) which assist it in
procuring oxygen in return for food and shelter.

It is probably
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due to this factor that this animal is able to
Oxygen-poor

so far up the

Estuary)when all others of this group seem to be

confined to faj.rly well oxygenated water.
The other commensal on Chione is a weed, Scythothamnus
australis.

This plant grows on practically any solid substance

in the muddier and fresher parts of the Estuary, and even on
Amphibola.

.

Tellina deltordalis does not j.ncrease regularly down to
low water, but reaches a maximum at about
it has a density of 180 per square metre.

hours exposure where
From there down it

drops very suddenly and then continues to fall to

10V!

water.

It

should be noted that this very sudden break in the curve coincides with that

the curve for Chione and indicates the position

o;ff the change in slope and substratum (see summary Graph -

19).

Tellina does not stand vertically but horizontally in the

substratum.

The valves of the shell are slightly asyn;~tricalJ the

end where the siphon comes out being formed into a grove in the
upper valve.

The siphon comes out and then turns through a

right angle up through the two inches of mud to the surface.
general position of the shell is illustrated in Plate 31.

The
This

position which would require fair stability of substratum and reduce the burrowing power of the animal would account for the
numerical fall as the looser material of the 3 hours exposure mark
is reached.
In the Estuary this shell is confined to

th(~

narrow triangle

betw'ean lines drawn, from Rock House Point to Pleasant Point, and
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from there to a little beyond Mount Pleasant.
These shells are but little corroded, but· show a definite
dark staining which is only found in Estu%ine
forms of this
/I
species and is perhaps due to sUlphur bacteria.
Ii.

size-numbers graph, made in March is shown in Fig. 18.

From this graph it would appear that three definite year periods
are represented, at about, 7, 23 and 34 m.m.
these

ctively.

If

year periods, the curves are exceedingly irregular,

and either the growth rate must vary greatly from year to year,
or several year periods must be entirely absent;

an examinat-

ion by the methods of Orton (1926), though more difficult than
vIith OIDrdium, might be possible and would settle the matter.
One thing the curve seems t.o support and that is a doubtful observation of motile sperms in January, for if that is the
end of the breeding season, no small shells would be observed
in March, which. is what the graph shows.
Examination o:f the food tract showed in Spring, sand.,
rubbish and diatoms, while in Winter, little but sand, organic
debris and rubbish were observed.
The chi
log siphons ..

enemies are the gul

which often peck off the

In addition the crabs, Hemiplax hertipes,

Hemigrapsus cre:n:ulatus are of impox·tance, especially as a source
of mortality among the smaller individuals.
The crab, Hemigrapsus crenulatus, lives in muddy places
underr;;.:jtones from high tide to low water, and occurs practically
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throughout the Estuary.

Heath~

It is found far up the Avon end

cote Rivers at a high water salinit.y of 8 units but here it is
small and apparently lives on t.he small shell,

Potamopyrgus

antipodum, as I have found fragments of this shell on the hand
and mouth parts.

In the other direction it can be found but in

coastal pools and under stones at Shag Rock, in Situations,
typical of the ordinary rock shore crabs.

Such a range is uniqw

in New Zealand crabs and probably not surpassed in any group of
animals.

It is of an oclJlreous shade with deep green brovm

blotches and a large number of reddish-brown spots on the
carapace, and part of the limbs.

The outer surface of the hand

is a deep yellovdsh cream, and ins ide there is

erally a

dense tuft of hair, covering part of the 'finger and hand.
ant

The

or border of the second third, fourt.h and fifth legs has

a thick double row of amber coloured 11airs, while the inside
border of the last two of these is similarly provided.

The pad

on the inside of the hand does not appear in immature males and
only slightly in mature females and may be a sexual character or
perhaps of use in copulation ..

All these hairs and even the pads

may help to keep mud out of the gills;

but when it

combined

with the flattened nature of the limbs and the horizontal movement of the last two pairs, and even the third pair, it is probably more specially dil"ected towa:.cds preventing sinking in the
mud and to render progress across the soft mud more easy (Plate
32).

A comparison of the gait of this crab in muddy.places with

that of rock crabs brought in for the test seemed to show that
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ther'e was more in favour of Hemigrapsis crenulatus thanl mere
familiarity with Inuddy conditions.
These same hairs are typical qf HemlLplax hirtipes found in
the same locality and burrowing in the mud.

It is prohably

this character which has allowed these two crabs to thrive where
Hemigrapsus

~re'Xdentatus

and even Helice crE).ssa have failed to

establish themselves.
There is a relatively large difference in the sizes of the
sexes.

The largest male I have collected is 30 mm. long by 35

mm broad, while my largest female is 20 hy 22mm.
lB)ennett (1928) quote the same state of affairs.

Chilton and
When I have

taken these animals in copula, the male has always been a large
specimen while the female w;as always comparatively small.

The

female has always much smaller hands, less markedly toothed.
I have a series of females wi th abc10mens varying from almost
the narrow one of the male to the exceedingly large one of the
female.

trhis development seems to c oincide with progress to . .

vlards sexual maturity, females with eggs invariably having the
large broad abdomen.

It is by means of this and the appendages

of the abdom,en that the eggs are kept in place.
eggs which

J;.

One female with

watched walking on mud, carried herself much higher

off the mud than is usually the case, perhaps to prevent injury
to the eggs.

The eggs are about .18 rnrn. in diameter ..

This cl"ab is preyed on by the gulls and the Smooth Hound
(lVIustelus antarcticus)"

I have often taken 20 - 30 specimens

of this crab and of Hemiplax hertipes from the gut of this fish ..

l23.
Just insic1e Shag Rock, occurs another crab of somewhat s:i.mila
habits.

This is Cancer novae zealandiae, and is very similar to

the English edible crab of the same genus.
of eggs of the latter had

As a large number

een liberated at Portobello (Dunedin)

from Which the northerly currents would bring them up in this
direction ('n),,> I was rather doubtful if this 'Nere our native
species or the English form.

The specimens I obtained agreed

well with some identified by Chilton and Bennet

a'S'l

C. novae

zealandiae.
These crabs move about When covered by the water and seem
to feed on shell fish and worms, portions of which I have found
in their

Probably other marine animals are devoured

stomachs~

but I have not been able to identify their remains.

At,low

water they almost bury themselves at the base of a rock in the
soft mud.

There they lie hidden("/i th their eyes, upper margin

of the carapace, and the top of their maxillipedes above the
suri'ace.

Thes€! large flat maxillipedes are well fitted to ,keep

mud out of the mouth.
In the same area as that in which Cancer 1.s found bun rather
above the Chione beds, is a small crab which does not burrow.
This is Hymenicus pubescens.

This animal as the name implies,

is strongly pubescent, and this hairiness is especially marked
over the dorsal surface.
spidery legs.

It possesses a flattish body and long

In its natural surroundings it does not move

quickly when dis'tlu'bed as do so many crabs.

Even in ordinary

life it moves with a slow deliberation which may easily go
observl.::d ..

It is

q.

grey colour and its hairy body picks up

Ul1-
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a lit.tle mud so that it looks like a Llob of that material ..
With such a disguise, rapidity of motion v.JOuld be a

sadvantage ..

The slow deliberate mode of progress is well calculated to maintain the deception ..
imothcr crab Hemiplax hertipes, very eccasionally occurs
lew down in the .Estuary..
and

It is rarely found above half' tide,

confined to the soft stick.y mud and to the water channelfl

and the very sloppy parts of the }i::stuary..

It does not go far

up the river and is, in fact, rather restricted in its distribution ..
This crab is much broader than long, the ratio;)factor being
about 1 .. 56.

The carapace is slaty

ey, speckled with black ..

The last. three pairs of legs have the same thick bands of amber
coloured hairs on the outer margin as was noted for Hemigrapsus
crenulatus.

'fhey have the ptmctically horizontal movement

and thickened joints noted thert'::!..
almost c1evo

rfhe second leg alone

of hair and it differs too, in that it has a more

j7le:ntical movement, though this is not completely so.
pair of legs dj.ffeJ' in the two sexes.

The first

In the female the hand

is relatively small with the fingers making a very obtuse
angle with the hand.

In the mature male the palm is very

large~

being half as long or more than the greatest carapace width;
while the fingers are about .. 7 of the lengt.h of the palm.

(fhe

angle made between the slope of the fingers and the palm seemsto
alter as the animal becomes mature.
individuals would seem to shew this ..

The follo'wing serf es of. 7
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Angle bet'Jveen
Palm and fixed
Finger

Length of Hand
Leng,rth of
Ii'ixed Finger ..

l13~b

1 .. 724

1.385

12196

1.7

1 .. 286

28 mm.

l209b

1.807

1.477

22 mm ..

132%

2.44

1.125

22 mm.

140%

2.44

1.125

20.5 nun

134%

2.278

1.2

19.8 mm.

l40~b

1 .. 98

1.357

31mm.
30.5

llllIl ..

The above facts are of interest because the identity of the
animal is largely dependent on the relative size and shape of the
hand.

There were originally two supposedly different animals

nEl.D1ed by the same name by Jacq .. EI.,nd Lucas, and Heller respectiv
The distinction was dependent on the shape and size of the hane'L.
Chilton and Bennet (1928) have united these supposedly
species, assuming that the differences me.ntioned are but
differences in growth stages ..

The above series, whi

far too

short to base a decision upon, seem to support this conclusion.
The underside of the animal is white to pinkish cream, a marked
contrast to the dull upper surface e
it may settle into the mud.

'When the animal is disturbed

If it cannot do this it will rear

back tj.ll the dorsal surface of the carapace almost touches the
mud.

In so doing it suddenly flashes from dull grey to white 'and

the effect is quite startling.

In this position it spreads the
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hands out in a Uterrifying attitude, ~lthe whole effect being to
give an intruder a start.

It is quite possible that this

terrifying attitude is a means of protection from other animals.
Another possible reason for the posture is that the downcurved
hands can be used for attack 01" defence to'wards the upper surface,
only by assuming this position (Plate 33).
The eyes are prominent and on very long stalks ..

It is not

uncommon to find the animal with the carapace on a level \!v:tth the
mud and the two eyes turned almost vertically upvlards.

If

alarmed it will depress them and then raise them or perhaps only
one.

The prominent spine at the anterior lateral margin of

the carapace may serve as a protection for the eyes ..
The possible use of the hairs on the limbs, and the horizontally moving legs have already been mentioned ..
This animal burrows qui
are

(~ite

freely, but its burrows (Plate 34)

different from those of Helice crassa.

Once an

observer is acquainted with this animal, he can readily identify
its handiwork.

The methods of work of this crab were observed

j_n the laboratory and in the field.

The process may be divided

into the following steps.
1..

The crab either ca1"ries out a motion similar to that

described for the first motion for He

ce crassa, or, more usually

merely settles its body down into the mud with a shuffling

back~

ward and forward motion of the carapace.
The long hands are thrust
face ..

in under the ventral sur-

The inside of the hands fopm a "V" shape as
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Then the hands are drawn forward, the tips of the fingers being
In this way a wedge shaped

kept toge"ther.

ece of mud

pushed

out from under the crab.
Next the settling motion is repeated to be followed by

3.

a repetition of stage 2.
As the crab works only in nl'udd:v, water-saturated ground, I
was unable to watch its progress more than

~~-

inch below the ground.

As

as I could see it continued the same method down all the

way.

This idea j.s supported by the

t that all the holes that

I have seen begin by a more or less muddy pool, and the crab was
found at the back of this.

'rhe hole, wh

having no definite

shape like that of Helice craBsa, is tz1ery characteristic.
specimen in the laboratory burrowed a rather spiral ho

One

,but this

may have been due to an obstruction ..
the

eld I have seen the animal carrying off Tellina.

In the laboratory it

e Chione, Amphibo

a &'lTIall p ieee of Tellina del toidalis ..
its diet.

,Worms and even broke
All these may enter into

Examination of the digestive tract provided no

identifiable matter, nor was it

ctec1 that it would.

The

tearing to which all the food of crabs is subject-ed would make it
unrecognisable ..
I have twice found this animal in copula.
several cases.

In April I found

The male lies on his back with the pointed
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abdomen inserted under the flat broad abdomen of the female.
tter is curved over the dorsal surface of the male.

The

.

female lies on the ventral surface of the cephalothorax of the
male.

The female was complete:l;renveloped in the long first

limbs of the male, and the hairy inner sides of these appendages
were tightly

pDess~d

against the dorsal surface of the female.

In each case the female was much smaller than the male and the
male had the greatly angulated hands ..
smaller specimens in copula.
two more copulating pairs.

I have never found the

In the beginning of June. I found
In each case the pairs were lying

out above the wat.er (it was 1. ow tide) and it took a grea.t deal
of.annoyance to get any response from the animals

One pair

remained in this position for 18 minutes after I first observed
them.
r.;facrol:tthic Substratum, or Stable Beach Sub-formation.
(A)

Comrnul1ity

¢;il~:;}3iitesatl.1lRrfug1aton

Beach. Plates 35

36.

At low water :rJlytilus canaliculus occurs as small specimens up
They are aLrnost coVered with a sertularian.

to 40 mm.

'whole being matted into a thick clump, fading into the sand
below and Modiolus ater above.
cov(~rs

.

The later at first clos ely

the pile but g-!'adually fades away into scattered groups

and give way to JDlminius modestl1s (a barnacle) at between high
water spr'ing and neap tide ..

There are th\l1oedefinite associ8.t-

ions here.
(I)

LoV! water to one third tic1e_'

Association.

zone )J1ytilus canaLLculus

.. CJ .

Mytilus canaliculus grows in thick clumps up to 6 or 8
inches in depth.

The whole is bound together by bys

threads and contains some sand.

The sertularian is confiw?;d

to the outer end of the mussel probably on account of its food
supplyi

In the mixture is found the polychaete Eulalia microphylla.
It is exceedingly plentiful
mussels

low tide.

match to the

ill

is found crawling over the

Its deep green colour forms an excellent

ussels, prop,ably protect

it from birds.

my experience it is aJJnost always found on mussels

In

I>

In and among the shell and byssus.J and even gliding over
the mussels is a large black nermetine.
which stretched to fully 3 fe

I have seen specimens

in length.

When irritated it

knots itself and even breaks itself into pieces.

It is

covered with a thick coating of slime ..
(2)

The third tide to High Water, neap tide Zone ..

The Modiolus ater association ..
This association is very dense for the first half of
this a1"ea.

I have some evidence that the barnacle association

developed first and that it once stretched well dovm belovv the
present 1 imj.ts of this association below the

ent limits

of the mussel association in the presence of dead barnacles,
be'10w:the;~mass;bf

mussels..

this is so it affords an ex-

cellent example of succession in time ..
(3)

lUgh water neap tide to spring tide Zone ..

11fle KLmin:iLLls modestus association ..
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This association is fairly thiclc.

In addition to th e domj.nant

form are the Gastropods, Litorina cinct-a, L. maritiana and
Risellopsis varia.
(B)

Community on

Rocks at Shag Rock. (Plate 37)

This area at the mouth of the Estuary, is formed by a spur
of the main Banks Peninsula VOIC81lic mass.

Its rocks are hard

blaCk basalt, not friable and therefore suitable for the support
of the barnacles.

It is largely open to the surf and its

salinity change is not

eat (See

X 4 F'ig.. 12) ..

the rocky.coast far more closely than

~he

It resembles

Estuary.

The area divides naturally intoU:U'our zones, separated by
different dominant forms but most easily defined by tide levels.
(1)

From the road tOA high tide-Zone ..
Lito:r'>j,na mauri tiana SUb-association ..
very little 1 ife of any sort.

Here there
spider occur ..

Two species of

Both are of the quick moving, hunting type, and

show remarkably close resemblance to the blaCk-grey background.
Rather typical of protectively coloured onimals as distinct from
prihtectively shaped animals, they move in little spurts of speed
followed by periods of stillness ..

They both make a rather

irregular weB among the rocks and one forms a tunnel shaped nest in
exposed places.
Litorina mauritiana, the dominant form here, is quite different
in habit.

It apparently lives on lichens on the rocks, as there

is little else here to live on ..

It is often found high up among
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the weeds,

whi

it haunts the more sheltered side of the

rocks during periods of bright sun light, it

very tolerant of

Hedley describes a very similar condition in Sydney,

dryness,

and this group seems to hold a similar position in almo

all

parts of the world.
The fly, ColiU.opa Ii t toralis is seen here all through the
Sillmner and Autumn.
'1'he small barnacle }lJlmmnius modestus is found here but is
more often dead than alive, e

ecially at the end of the Summer.

It seems to be a mere stray from t.he region below.
This region, on account of its aridness and barrenness is
not very productive of life.

]it is almost. a gacant space be-

t.wenn the truly marine and the truly t,errestia.l fauna.

It is

perhaps a barrier between the land and the sea ..
(2)

High water mark t6' 1/3 tide.
The Elminius modestus sub association.

In this region Elminius modestus is the commonest form.
Li torina mauri tj.ana is present in large numbers and with it is
L .. cincta ..

As the lower levels are reached the limpet form be-

comes more common.

Among these may be mentioned Helcioniscus

ornatus.
The

0

nly vegetation here is Ulva .and an unidentified

but the former seems to disappear in the winter.
shelter for a small musse:"

It provides

Modiolus ater,'quite common here ..

Thais scobia albimarginata is quite corrunon herte on and unocer rocks
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and in sheltered

es are occasional clumps of tube worms,

Vermilia carinifera.
zone.

These latter are but strays from the next

Many of the orgrulisms characteristic of the next zone are

common here in damp secluded places ..
Siphonaria oblj.quata is quite common here.

It seems to

descend in the zone when about to deposit its eggs, which is done
from about December to March.

The

are latdin a thick

gelatinous mass, thickly coiled on itself in the form of a snake
coil.
The animals have to withstand not a nly the periodic drying,
at low tide but also the force of the waveS.
all the shells are more or less solid.

The result

that

The tent like form is

the normal form and often it is strengthened with ribs.

This is

'well illustrated in Siphonaria obliquata.
In the debris at the bottom of this area, in among the small
the very dark green polychaete, Eulalia micl'ophylla,.

mussels,

Under stones at the bottom of this zone are occasional specimens of
Chilton quoyi.
ere.bs (Petrolisthes elongatus Md Hemigrapsus sexdentatus)
are common here only at high tide.
a periodic motion up Md down
(3)

Half tide to

i

These animals seem to perform

phase with the tide.

tide.

'1'his zone is rather a set of small communi.ties than a true
community.

In damp places between the rocks huge masses of the

worm tubes, are found wh1
crabs"

Chief of these

the loose rocks harbour a multitude of
are P. elongatus, but H.. sexdentatus
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and H. crenulatus aI'e quit e cownon.

H .. sexderrtatus may come here

for shelter during the time the female carries t.he eggs, as in
March and April by far the greater percentage of these animals
were females with eggs.
A small Isopod, Isoclac1us spiniger', is quite COlTIrnon running
about among the rocks.

It ia quite easy to miss it as it.s grey

dorsum is an excellent match for the rocks.,
A simple sertularian is common on the rocks in damp places ..
'furbo smaragc1us and I'flonodonta lugubris like seclusion.

The latt-

er is never found out in the broacl day light, but always under
stones.
The Chitonst C. pelliserpentis and C. quoyi are common
here-, the former on top and the latter under' stones ..

With this

difference in the position may be cor::celated the larger and thick=
er girdle of C.. pelliserpentis ..
(4 )

Zone 4 -

l4

to low tide ..

This zone also has several associations.

Chief of these

are th,e Mytilus magellanicu8 and M.. canaliculu.s Associationse
The former sho\!vs great development on some of the outlying rocks,
.just at low water mark.

Here they form such a dense mat, as

practically to shell the whole rock face ..

1'he difference of

habitat of this lbrm and. Modiolus ater is well shovm 1n this place"
1:here each of these forms cover the rock densely, the one at low
water, the other at half ticle..
paratively free from fauna..

In between these is an area com-

Very definite

on the shell of IV!. mage 11anicus.

owth bands are seen
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Such areas, covered with shells, afford protection for some
weaker forms, but other forms tend to be crowded out.

Thus where

Mytilus is well established it soon crowds out Elminius modestus
and IG. placatus (which are replaced by E. sinuatus (7) on the
shells themselves},

Siphonaria obliquata and Helcioniscus are also

crushed out, while motile forms such as worms and amphipods are morE
plentiful there than on the

0

pen rocks.

In Ewme places where the rocks are well broken up a fair
amount of sma
burrowing..

material has collected, and here worms can be found
The most noticeable one of these is Glycera ovigera.

It :i.s pale pink to white in colour with a very pointed anterior.
It does not appear to make permanent burrows but seems to burrow
in search of food.
Under stoncs is a rather j.nteresting little polychaete,
IJepidonotus polychroma.

This animal haf3 horny, dull

ey elytra or

its dorsal surface.
The short stumpy body of this animal f:lts into any nook in the
rocks so that when a stone is overturned it may easily be missed ..
Another animal occupying the same IDsition is LeptoplanE1 australis.
These are very abundant in rocky situations.
s

Here it attaches

to the unc1er side of rocks and its colour so nearly matches

the colour of the situatiori that it would pass unobserved if it
were not for its movements.

These movements are aUmost

and are accomplished with extraordinary changes in shape.

8.nr~({l)boid

In one

specj.men observed the ratiO, Length/Breadth varied from ,7 to 0 .. 9.
It swims freely in the water .I-he
movem en"GS
1b'
v
eJ.ng accomp 1 iShed by a
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kind of "flapping" movement of the lateral lobes.
The animal is sometimes fotmd inside shells of Pelecypods
v·there the mollusc, although alive seems unable to c lose its shell ..
The animal is rather sensitive to change of salinity and
will rupture if washed in frlesh water.
A small

protE~ctively

coloured amphipod is often found under

these rocks, but I have not been able to identify it.

It slides

along on its side in a very curious manner.
Quite a()COnll110n animal is a red nemertine.
cl'L1D1ps under stones.

I

It 0 ccurs in

When irri tated it protrudes a long pharinx

which is exceedingly sticky.
The polychaete Nereis 8mblyodonta is qulte common here and
has more or less permanent burrows under the rocks, in the sandy
debris.
Except for Litorina, this area shows almost all the forms seen
in the other zones.
Besides the \;€.-C'ustacea mentioned, a small shrimp, Beateus
aequimanus is sometimes found.

It is reported as varying in

colour from green to red and this could probably be correlated
with the colour of the environment.

It has a curious way of using

its antennae, which are long and thick, to leap about on land.
Swinuning in the 0 pen water and extending well up the FJstuary,
is the shrimp, Palaemon affinis.

This animal is so transparent

that it often escapes observation.
DOIvm at low water there is some plant growth but this does not
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reach the,magnitude of the marine forests found d.n so many rock
coasts', as for instance at Diamond Harbour.

It seems that

these large growths of seaweed will not develop in the presence
of a large amount of
smallel~

esh vlater.

is true that some of the

growths seem to be able to tolerate a fair admixture of

fresh water but nearly all the prolific algae turn into a
gglationoUL'> mass if tnxt into fresh water.

This absence of

these great algal growths more or less distinguishes the rocky
area of the Estuary from that of the open shore.
In this' area are roc]c pools.
highly specialised forms of life.

These support. a variety of
These conditions lead to

specialisation of form and many of the animals in this position
are rarely found elsewhere.

What· was said for mud pools vlith

regard to salinity, temper8.ture etc .. , applies equally for the
rock pools and they should be classed as a separate group ..
Salinity readings for a rock pool of characteristic type gave
24.3 units of Chlorine,Klug (1924) who studied the Biota in
Tide Pools came to the conclusion that the temperature was the
deciding factor and salinity was not.

It is desirable that

fUrther observations should be made to see if this generalisation holds.
The dominant for'ill is usually a species of sea anemone ..
One v:::,ry interesting form (Oulactes plicatus) has . its column
studded wi:th small sucker like proCeSSef:l ') to which pieces of
shell adhere.

Thus when the an:imal is closed up it aibpears to
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be but a piece of shell sand.

In Aprtl I observed this animal

pouring clouds of white substance, presumably genital products)
int·o the water.
Particles of shell fish placed over the animal were often
stuffed into the column.

After such a process the animal usually

remained closed for a time.
F~x8Jnination

of the stomach showed it to contain amphipods

and other minute crustaceous animals.

In addition, there were

very small protozoa.
The large sea sile barnacle, E. plicatus, haa not so far
been mentioned as it does not seem to belong to any of the
associations discussed.

It occurs on exposed rocks from

tide in more or less branehed clumps..

:l-

to

'4

Unlike E. sj.nuatus, it

does not seem to pr'otect itself by c lose growth.

In fact the

close growing type seems to be a form from which this animal
departs more and more as it grows older.

With the

isolat(~d,·

expol3ec1 position may be correlated the very solid, conical shape
supported by ridges.
(C)

.Shag H.ock to Monks Bay.

f\ muddy transition area ..

This area is a transition from clean sm"f rocks to muddy
rocky area, .just as on the other side of the channel, inside the
Brighton Spit, there is a transition from clean surf beach to mud.
This zone has largely been altered by artificial works and as a
result the associations are ill defined.
(1)

Low Water to

.~

tide Zone.

This association, a cockle association, has been already described.

Under cmd on rocks a rather different association is
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met with.

The ch:Ltons, C. palliserpentis and C. quoyi are

comrnon, as are also the crabs, Petrolisthes elongatus, Cancer
novae-zealancliae, and Hemigrapsus crenulatus.

,

A few muss

Mytilus canaliculus, occur and here the pea-crab is still common.
The cr$.b lives within the mantle cavity of the mussel, and
apparently depends on the respiratory current of its host for
food..

The mussel does not seem to mind its presence but will let

it

in and out, when the touch of a strav{ would cause it to

clos e e

Its white colour and weak

are the result of its

sedentary, concealed mode of life, but its rounc1ed angle·
is well calculated to
host.

ss form

e the least possible annoyance to its

The crab is not confined to this pelecypod but is found

in all the conrrnon ones.
(2)

Zone from

to ~ tide.

The mly association is that of the worm tubes, already described for Shag Rock.
is found here.

A curious pulmonate, Onchidella

icans

This animal has a thick skin and secretes a thick

coating of slime which no doubt serves the same function as the
shell in ordinar'y mollusca. , Anterior1\tlty it has an orifice to
pulmonary chamber and when submerged it closes this apperture"
The barnac

E.. mode.stus is common here and both here and

below in muddy' places are the .:':gastropods, Monodonta lugubris and
Euthria lit to:c'ina ..
In the mud in secluded places j.s a small grey anel a black
nemertine..

The, large polychaete, Nereis amblyodonta,

common

and the evidence of an accillent is sometimes shovm in a
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curiously narrowed tail ..
Among patcljes of Modiolus ater are found the characteristic
polychaete, Eulalia microphylla.
F"rom

-~-

tide up the area is similar to that at Shag Rock except

that there are fewer individuals ..

The curiously flattened b8.rnacle

Tetracli'tia P1?'purescens, is found in sheltered places ..
The corrmmni ty of isolated portions of Macroli thic

(D)

Substratum in Mud..,
Rocks in mud form rather a definite association. ..
VlOrms,

'.f'I\ne lepus plagiostoma, a tube worm being one of the most

noticeable.
Estuary.

Below are

'1'his anirnal is confined to the lower port:ions of the
Its tube has a membranous base to which are attached

pieces of shell and odds and ends.

The result is an actmirable

camophflage, though from its position, it is doubtful

this is

the fl.1Ilction it serves ..
Another worm from the S8Jne locality, but with a much simpler
tube is Nereis australis ..

other worms are Scoloplos·cylinClrifer

and Lumbriconereis sphaerocephala.

In addition are chitons in

the lower portions of the E;stuary, while small Acmea forms
(Notoacmea he1Insi) are common.

On the upper side of the rocks are

a few barnacle, g. modestus, and a large form of Monodonta corrosa ..
'rhe association is then divided into two fairly definite
strata, one above and one below the rock.
Quite corrunon under these rocks is the lunphipod, Melita
inaequistylis.

While quite different from the allimal found at

Shag Rock it h('.1.8 the same h abi t of sliding on its side.

I think
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that it lives on some small growths on the under sides of the rocks
Another member of this group is Sphaeroma quoyana (lVI.g.).
I have .twice come across this animal,.

,to
into rockl:!,--a depth of 2 to

2'~

\

inches..

I have f'ound it burro'wed

At one time it, was thought

that it only inhabited the holes already bored by other animals
(Dana) but it is practically certain that this is not so.

In the'

case of the piece of sand stone the holes differed from those of
Barnea simil:Ls in that they were bored in all directions and not
only at right angles to the surface as is the case with Barnea
simiLLs.

In addition each animal approximately fitted its burrow,

a case not to be expected where the animals were merely using
burroVJs already made.

Again I know of no bther animal, that will

burrow into stone, that will go so far up an mstuary.

The animal

seems to be able to withstand a fair admixnureof fresh water with
the salt, the minimum salinity of the water in which I fOUl1d it
being about 10 gms per litre.

I have also :found it bID'rowing

into wood and it seems to be able to rise as high as
littoral belt but no further ..
salt water for 4 days ..

tide in the

Once I kept an ru1imal alive in

The hole in which it was Vlorking was cut

back so that I could watch it at the face.
in wood.

~-

The animal was \vorkin

Once it was seen -to move slowly from the face., keeping

the posterior two appendages closely pressed against the wood so
that a little wood dust was pushed out of the groove.
be the regular use of these appendages.
the animal bored about 1/16 inch.
inch

long ..

During this, time (4 days

'.['he animal war') about 1/3
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Another borer, 'the rferedo, was found in a drift log.

It

was alive though it is the only time I have found it here.
Much of the wood, especially at the lower end of the II:stuary
showed some boring, .which seems to me to be the work of the
Gribble (Limnoria lignorum).

I have failed to find the animal

itsE=Jlf

11. c~
A.

Other Cons idwer.§...tioll.?..

Birds of the Heathcote :8}stuary ..

The gene'ral habi t,S of' the gulls were sketched in the account

of the Brighton Beach.

v~orms,

In the Estuary they add various

the siphons of bivalves, and offal

'~o

their .diet..

When sevel"'al

Black-backed,qulls are gathered together they hold quite a chox'us
of dismal cries, suggested of a native mourning. ceremony.
An even more graceful bird i.s the vl[11i te-fronted Tern
(sterna st:ciata striata)..

It is rather swallov! like when in

flight, with long pointed l.;\lings and forked tail.

vmen in good

condi ti on its breast is a beautiful shade of' palest pink.
however, usually fades in the mounted specimen"

(Plate 40).

Although this animal is so showy in the air, it is
-ly inconspicuous when [;:leen on the mud flats.

~rhis,

This

comparati~

partly

due to the broken outline produced by the black head.
'When a lal"'ge number of them are feeding together there seems
always some individuals who do not feed but are always ready to
give the alarm if anyone approaches.

Though not recorded as

migrating it disappears from the gstuary about the beginning of
May.

It is an exceptionally fine diver.

tained crustacean remains ..

One ,gut examined con-
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The Banded Dotterel (Cirrepidesmus-bicinctus) occurs in the
Estuary, and its habits on the mud flats have already been noted
(Plate 41).
During the sununer months, two Shags are found at Shag Roc k ..
These are the Black Shag (Phalacrocorax carbo steac1i) and the
Spotted Shag (Stictocarbo punct.atus)..
all the year but the latter

The former seems to stay

sappears about May..

They never

seem to dive but can stay under Iflater for a long time, the longest time I have noted for the Black Shag being 65 seconds.
They rise from the water in a most ungraceful and laboured manner

.D2.L . Fish
During the

of

.!-l~.~;;;..o.,;~_-

vvork,()~

few facts relating to the habits of the

fish found, were recorded.
Mustelus antarcticus, the smooth Hound, comes u-pthe
F':st,uary with the tide and goes out as it ebbs.

Examination of

the digestive tract showed specimens of the crabs, Hemigrapsus
crenulatus, and Hemipla.x hertipes, in large numbers ..
Anguilla australis occurs throughout the Estuary in muddy
places..

The specimens found are usually small, not exceeding

10 inches.
Physiculus bachus, the Red Cod, is common in the lower part
of the ]]stuary and up as far as Mount Pleasant at the time of
high tide.

]i;xamination of the digestive tract showed small

flounders, seapc!I'ch, pipe-fish, sprats, erabs (Ganeer l'lovaezealandiae,

Hemd!~rapsus

hertipes) and worms ..

crenula:tus, H. sel)1;c1entatus, Hemiplax
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Rp-ornboslea plebia, the Sand Flounder, comes:into the
Estuary from March to May ..
than Rock House Point ..

It does not go further up the Estuary

jQcEunination of the digestive tract,

showed detritus, and portions of crustacea too disorganised for
closer identification.

In the gills is the parasitic isopod,

Livonica ray-naudii ..
Rhombosolea leporina, the Yellow Belly, is well distributed
in the Estuary.

It goes well up the mouths of the river when the

tide is high but retreats to below Rock How:je Point as the tide
recedes.

Gut contents, similar to those of R. plebeia were

found..

Some habits and i'ood notes of the young Yellow Belly

have already been recorded ..
Agnostomus forsteri., the Yellow-eyed Mullet, 1a quite common
in the Estuary,

8 ..nd

goes up the rivers ..

Its gut contained

cll:osely packed 'IHads of Ulva ..
Pseudolabrus celidotus, the spotty, is conmlon at and around
Shag Rock.

Its gut contained remains of bivalve (small

Mytilus) and Gastropod mollusca.

(e) Erosion of Shells ..
Erosion is one of the most typical features of Estt.?ri~ne shells
"

yet the cause of this erosion is not' fully understood.

Oliver

states flErosion in mulluscan shells' has been ascribed to acidity in
the water by nearly all authors who have written on it.

The

following aT'O the fat:ts as I have observed them ..
L.

F'orms wi thin the Estuary are more eroded than tho se out.sic1€

the lTIstuary.
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2".

The further up the Estuary the greater the extent of

erosion.
Forms on sand are

ss eroded than forms

0

n mud ..

4..

Forms complet,ely buried show little erosion ..

5.

Forms partially buried shdw greatest erosion at about

the surface line.
6.

Forms with a membranOUf3 coat e.g. Arnphibola, are

better able to withstand erosion.
7..

On. the whole,. areas of greatest erosion are those of

lowest Ph, value, but to this rule there are many exceptions,
when the detailed cases are considered.
From the above it might be argued that erosion is largely
due to a small Ph. value, produced by
a..

River water

be

Acidity produced by organiC decay of the mud ..

rt~latj.vely

rich is CO 2.

But the process is by no means a simple one, for water collected
from the mud showed a higher Phc. value than that collected from
water channels.

Again exposure to the air seems greatly to

accelerate the proc(-;!ss.
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11. d.
Estuary.
It is worthy: of note that some of the· same

gener~

are represented in the JUstuary as are fold on the
ghton Beach;
to both.

but rarely is the same species common

Thus:

New Brighton
Mesodesma

M. -subtriangulatum

M. australe

Mactra

M.. discors

M.ovata (searse)

Tel1ina

T. alba

T.deltoidalis

Chione

c.

C.stutehburyi

Nepthys

N.. macrura

N.. maerura

Talorehestia

T. quoyana

Orehestia

yatei

chiliensis.
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!

Some elements present on the beach are absent from the
Estuary as for instance Arachnoides, the cake urchin.

But j.n

general the mud is much richer than the sand, both in species and
in individuals.
wave
extent.

Storms are greatly reduced in violence so that

a~tion.does

not injure the

E.stv.av~Y1

e

East~tn€
A""C

Fauna to the same

The mud is less mobile and therefore less corrosive

than the sand.

Perhaps the most important feature of all is

the comparatively stable substratum, which while sloppy enough to
allow worms to burrow in it, is stable enough and sufficiently
free from connnotion to allow of the development of a rich,
microscopic fauna and flora, and alloVJ crabs to make permanent
It will be noted that all these are factorl3 which tend
to reduce the dependence on chance ..
But against these advantages of the Estuary, must be
mentioned the mucldy nature of the water, the variation in salinity
from time to time, the greater temperature changes, the commotion
and C1.1:tam.&rtiollll caused by a change in pa,th of a tidal creek, the
toxic and perhaps corrosive properties of the products of decomposition, and the reduction in,oxygen concentration.
Comparison of the charts summarising the Brighton

Beach and

the selected area in the Heathcote Estuary, shows that while in
the former the stratification is very distinct, in the latter
some merging of zones is apparent.

This lack of distinctness

is to be explained on the following grounds.
(a.

Smaller angle of slope in ·the Estuary would tend

to spread the distribution of each species.
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(b)

The three-fold food sources.
(i)

Sea and HiveI' Water.

(ii) Microscopic growth on and in the mud.
(iii) Vegetable debris from the region above ..
This would tend to promote two strata of life, burrowing
animals and surface feeders.
(c)

The milder conditions allowing surface animals to fee(l

when they aI'e covered with the tide ..
~~xcept

in the somewhat doubtful case of Chione and Tellina.,

two animals with similar feeding habits do not occupy the same
2,one.

In this w;;;;y much interspecial competition is avoided.
111 ,:__Jl~c1l-lliJ2ll.

An investigatIon of the intertidal zone, the boundary between
sea and land, 'will inevitably bring before the investj.gator the
problem of the movement from land to sea and vice versa;

for

whatever view is held as to the place of origin of life, the solid
fact remains that migrations from land and fresh water to the sea
and from the latter to the for.mer have undoubtedly taken place and
are at present prog-r'eGsing.

'l'he present investigation :i.s not

[·mffic iently ad-v.anced to add much to the large amount of evidence
available.

(Pearse (192?b) summarises the various lj.nes ibf'

evidence, and 0'.1l1phasises the fact that it is not a question of
one route excluding all others, but of many independent lines of
progress.
It has been pointed out by various workers that there is a
definite strati:fication in the tidal zone (eg. Huntsman 1918).
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In the areas studied this was very definitely so.

It has

been suggested that these zones are established by animals
seeking to avoid competition, and this may well be the case for
in these areas, the zones are practically never occupied by
two competing animals.

This leads to a very suggestive

speculation as to why animals should move up in the tidal belt.
The majority of animals can feed only either whe:p the tide is
over them or when the tide is off them, very few be
feed at both periods.

able to

If an animal passes the 6 hour exposure

line, it will gene:Nlt}Jd;Yi be feeding on products of' the mud or
of the fauna and flora above the tidal belt, and owing to the
movement of water it will be easiest for it to become
to feed when not covered by the moving water.

ed

That such is the

case would seem to be instanced by Talorchestia quoyana,
!\.ctaecia euchroa, Helice crassa B.nd Orchestia chiliensis.
\'Jhen once this stage is reached it is obvious that the h

I'

the animal moves in the tidal belt, the greater will be the
time during which it can feed, so that demand for food might
expected to produce an upward movement in these animals.
In his work at Tortugas, Pearse (1929) has studied cases
where, there being no fresh water, migration must take place
dinectly from sea to land, without fresh water as an intermediate
He has shown that (a)

Animals with a landward tendency can withstand

longer periods in the air than in fresh water.
(b)

Such animals are more tolerant of fresh water than

ones without such a tendency, living in the open ocean.
In these investigations similar results Vfere obtained
Talorchestia quoyana lived eight days without sea water but died
in four hours when saturated with fresh water.

Mesodesma

subtriangulatum cannot tolerate l~stu1-ine
conditions, ActJ@ecia
,1
ehchroa will live days longer in sand than in fresh water and
the same is true of many r'ock forms which were tried.

All such

results must yet be revised in the light of the many experiments
which have shovm that, if the change vv-ere made sufficiently
survive
gradually, marine animals could/far greater variations in
salinj.ty than were normally fatal.

'rhe crab, Hel ice crassa,

failed to establish itself in fresh water, but when the water was
gradually diluted over a period of a month, it lived quite
happily in fresh water for two months and was quite healthy when
the experiment vias discontinued"

Strangely enough, though this

fact has been known for a considerable time, the majority of
iNorkers has not applied it, probably because of the tjjne involved.
But it is obvious that such experiments throw much more light on
the real ability of animals to move into freshened water, than
the rather crude method of hurling organisms into fresh water, and
recording them as "stenohaline lf because they died.
Pearse (1929) gives a rather interesting c11 scussion of the
decrease in
tidal belt ..

10

of gi

to body volume as crabs ascend in the

I have tried his method with the crabs of the

Estuary, but my results do not give any definite relatj.on.
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.A fact.or 'which seems to have been omit-t..ed in all discussions

on factors influencing rise in the tidal belt is that of change
of salinity.

I have shown in my graphs that a species which was

UIldergoing the lowest salinity which it could tolerate at low
water at Shag Rock, would find no difficulty from a salinity
o:r~,~YL,

p~

in accommodat.ing itself to conditions at high water at.

the Heathcote Bridge •

It can be seen that benthic species,

moving up an .fDstuary with a large change of salinity v'lith tide,
would have three limes of adaptation open to them.
(a)

Develop "euryhalinism""

(b)

Develop some means of excluding wat,er during

extremes of freshness.
(c)
(a)

Rise in the tidal belt.
rrhis is the usual scheme suggested for tidal Emimals.

I consider it is largely due to the fail'Lwe of many observers to
note the exact position in the tidal. belt, and the change in
salinity with the tide level.

I feel satisfied that when the

facts are considered from this point of view, many of the present
salinity ranges will have to be greatly modified.

In the

Estuary, certain species have cunply succeeded in this direction
as a glance at Fig 20 will show.
'l'h(~

(b)

exclusion of 'water during extremes of freshness is

illustrated in Chione stutchbury;i.

It appears to occur in mussels

and may be an explanation of the close fitting valves of so marlY
so called

11

Euryhaline II polecypods

D

The absence of such close

fitting valves in 'l'elline., may have a definite bearing on its
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confined distribution.
gether satisfactory as it
feeding.

SuCh a method, however, CEl.nnot be al toeatly curtai ls the time available for

It is however a very important adaptation and the

ignor'ing of it by many workers is to be regrett,ed.
(c)

Rise in the tidal belt is an obvious means of overcoming

the lack of salt in the low tide area in such places as the
}]]stuary.

Observations on Helice crassa, would seem to show that

this is taking place, as in the upper parts of the rivers it is
confined to the marshy area at high tide.

In the light of my

observations on this animal in pure fmEl1lli water, I

,~JTl

disinclined

to give too much weight to this evidence till I have had time to
consider it more fully, in connection

~dth

food supply and exposure.

It' will be noted that such a rise vrould involve a gradually increased adaptation to life in the air.
Such a method of ttpushing" animals out of the water by
salinity changes, is of considerable appeal for the following
reasons"
(a)

Estuarine condit ions being muddy, would show an ex-

c eedingly slow gradation in substratum.

Hence most of the

microscopic life would be able to "go up" with the animals which
preyed on them ..
(b)

In such places the upper limit of the tidal zone often

extends into marshy conditions where'life would be sheltered from
the full vigors of exposure to sun and
the "Vacant space" barrier is absent.
(c)

desic~tion.

In other words

(Plate 44) ..

Pearse's observations (1929) on the greater' ability of
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landward moving animals to wi thstand

des~:ation

than freshening

water, is significant ..
Bu.t however these facts vmrk out, I am not

goin~)

after but a

provisional survey of a local area, to add to the tangle of
theor:i. es as to the method of migration.,

I mention this matter

hEH'e because I consider that the possibility of animals being
"pushed ll up to terrestial habitats by freshening of 'NateI' has been
overlooked a.nd is worth investigating, not as a complete theory I
?

but as an addition to the factors involved ..

N.B. For Bibliography on this matter see Pearse 1927b, 1929
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